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FORMATION OF A BEAM OF NEGATIVE HYDROGEN IONS BY RECHARGING

OF POSITIVE IONS IN THE CATHODE CHANNEL OF A

HIGH-FREQUENCY SOURCE

By A.G. Koval', L.I. Krupnik, A.D. Timofeyev, and Ya.M. Fogel'

INTRODUCTION

Reference (1] described a source of negative hydrogen ions

based on the production of a beam of negative ions by recharging

positive ions in a gas passing through a channel in the cathode of

a high-frequency source. This method of producing negative ions

represents a variety of the recently applied method of transforming

a beam of positive ions into negative ions by passing them through

a layer of matter known as a target [2, 3). The current in the nega-

tive-ion beam depends on the number and energy of the positive ions

striking the target, as well as on the thickness and atomic species

of the target in which the transformation process takes place. The

result is that for selection of the optimum operating conditions for

a source based on the above method, it is desirable to have inde-

pendent control firstly over the operation of the high-frequency

source in order to obtain the highest possible positive-ion current,

which requires selecting a definite pressure in the source tank and

a definite extraction voltage, and, secondly, to find a target mate-

rial and thickness that will give the highest possible H --*H trans-

formation ratio, i.e., if the target is gaseous, to select the species

of gas and its pressure in the target chamber. In the case of nega-

-1-
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tive-ion formation in the channel of a high-frequency source, the

transformation of the ions goes in the direction of gas molecules

which flow from the source through the channel. As a result, the

gas pressures in the source and in the target are found to be

mutually dependent, and only the gas used in the source tank can be

used as a target material.

The energy of the ions passing through the channel is determined

by the extracting potential difference applied between the source

anode and cathode.

A shortcoming of this method consists in the fact that the opti-

mum conditions for producing the highest positive-ion current and

the maximum transformation ratio in the gaseous target do not coin-

cide; this limits the negative-ion current that can be obtained by

this method (in Reference [1], a Il-ion current of 2.2 ±amp was ob-

tained). In References [2) and [3], therefore, the positive-ion

source and the target chamber were spatially separated, and the gas

was fed independently into the target chamber. Considering the sim-

plicity of the method for producing negative ions proposed in Reference

[1] and the small dimensions of the source based on this method, it

is desirable to evaluate the possibilities of this source from the

viewpoint of producing the highest possible negative-hydrogen cur-

rent, as well as to compute the optimum conditions for its operation.

Such an evaluation has become possible due to recently conducted

measurements of the effective capture sections and electron losses of

the hydrogen particles when they collide with hydrogen molecules,

inasmuch as these sections determine the composition of the hydrogen

beam that has passed through the target.

FTD-TT-61-416/l+2



COMPUTATION OF THE NUMBER OF NEGATIVE HYDROGEN IONS IN A 3BAM THAT
HAS PASSED THROUGH A CHANNEL IN THE CATHODE OF A HIGH-FFQUENCY
SOURCE

Let us denote by I the current of positive ions thatt enters
0+

the channel of the high-frequency source, and by I+ and f- the cur-

rents of positive and negative ions in the beam that has emerged

from the channel. The quantity I+ depends on p, the gas pmessure in

the source, on Uv, the extracting potential difference, amd on a

number of other parameters that determine the geometry of the ion-

beam scavenging system, as well as on the power absorbedly the

high-frequency discharge, and so forth. All of these paru-eters with

the exception of p and Uv will henceforth be regarded as ionvarying.

The quantities I+ and I- depend on It, on the target thickness

nL (n is the number of atoms in 1 cm3; L is the channel lemigth), the

target being a gas flowing through the channel, on the eneergy E of

the beam entering the channel, and on the geometrical chauacteristics

of the channel, i.e., on its diameter D and length L.

In work with ion source. we usually measure I+ U, nd Q (the

gas flow into the source tank). It should henceforth be borne in

mind that the energy of the ions entering the channel is c=etermined

by the relationship

= eu., (1)

while the target thickness nL is given by the relationship

nL - Q(1,61 L + 2,14D) L (2)
3.45. IOD 2kT"

It is assumed in the derivation of Formula (2) that a lineear decline

in pressure prevails in the channel, from the value p at he entry

into the channel to zero at the exit from it.

The quantities I+ and I_ can be determined by the foxmulas

1+*o=1 
(3a)

3-
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(3b)

As will be seen from Formula (3b), the quantity I- is deter-

mined by two factors, of which the first, I+, depends only on the

properties of the source, while the second, I-/I+, which is the

relative content of negative ions in the beam leaving the channel,

depends only on the properties of the target and the energy of the

beam. As will be seen from Formulas (1) and (2), however, the param-

eters Uv and Q, on which I+ depends, simultaneously determine the

quantities E and nL, on which the quantity I-/It depends.

This circumstance, which was noted earlier, prevents us from

regulating the quantities It and r/It independently.
Excluding the quantity It from Formulas (3a) and (3b), we ob-

tain the following formula for the quantity I-:

I-

(4)

0

The quantity I+ , which is determined directly by experiment,

and the quantities I+/I+ and 1-/I, which can be computed if we know

the effective capture sections and electron losses that determine

the composition of the hydrogen beam, appear in Formula (4).

As we know, the composition of a hydrogen beam that has traversed

a layer of matter with a thickness nL is described [4] by the follow-

ing differential equations:

- -(1o0 -,_,)I + a. 1
0 +o--, (5a)d(nI.)

,10L = 21011 -0o, + o0-) I$+ a--to/-, (5b)

d -(,o (5c)

where a ik is the effective section for transition of particles from

charge state "ie" to charge state "ke."
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Solution of Eqs. (5) gives the following formulas for the

quantities of interest to us, i'/I+ and !-/I+-

where 1*24

________ (c,4-*1+ -J -('I-0-)

bi = jb, - -r(, 0 + i,Jfor difrn taret

Valomutes ofe Setion I+I na1 for IonfEnergiesaofe14

eegeofand 6 ke i

TABLE __ 1 E4x 3

1,3.10-18 3,4.10-"4

II I
1, eto nc for; 2) E 4 kev; 3) E 6 kev;
4) literature source.

Substituting the section values from the table in Eqs. (6a)

and (6b), we compute the ratios if/it and I-/I+ for various target

thicknesses.

-5-
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Fig. 1. Ratios 1+/T and a-/si a fun -

tions of target thickness; - -- E= 6 key; - E = 4 key. A) Mol/cm 2 .

Figure 1 presents curves of the ratios I+/I' and 1-/i+ as func-

tions of target thickness for ion energies of 4 and 6 key.

B)

/J/

• A) . -,-

,. / , x • -B)
-. D/ /-

Fig. 3. Relationship I_= f(Q)
for ion energies of 4 and 6 key

/ \nd L = 40 mm: --- E = 6 kev;
E = 14 key. A) p.Amp;

71 1 )B) cm3/hr.

1.5 '  To compute the current I- in the
Sa o Y w i ,A,'D)

Fig. 2. Relationships I +, + beam leaving the channel, it is neces-

and I- = f(Q) for a Reifensch- sary to know, in addition to the com-
weiler high-frequency source:

... l+=f(Q); .. q fQ); puted values of I+/I+ and I-/I+, the
.. . -"f(Qo) f0r

F.-4 kev; value of I

E - 6 keyv.

A) jam ; B) mm Hg; C) nL
mol/cm .10  , D) cm3/hr. - 6-



v We made a detailed study of the quantity I+ as a function of
various parameters, including the quantities Uv and Q [9 .

Figure 2 shows the relationship I+ = f(Q) as obtained for a

Reifenschweiler high-frequency source [10]. The measurements were

made with the optimal Uv = 4 key and the channel parameters D = 2.3 mm

and L = 10 mm. Applying Formulas (3a) and (4), we computed values of

I+ and I- for various values of Q and plotted the corresponding

curves of It = f(Q) and I- = f(Q) in Fig. 2. As will be seen from

Fig. 2, the maximum negative-ion-current value does not exceed

2.5 ILamp and is attained at Q = 100 cm3/hr, i.e., at a flow rate

that is not optimal for the quantity It. A somewhat larger negative-

ion current may be obtained by applying a 6-key extracting voltage

to the source. The curve of the relationship I_ = f(Q) for an ion

energy of 6 key is plotted with a broken line on Fig. 2. In com-

puting the value of I- for this curve, it was assumed that the rela-

tionship I+ = f(Q) for Uv = 6 key is the same as the corresponding

relationship for Uv = 4 key.

The relatively low value of the negative-ion current in the beam

emerging from the channel of the high-frequency source is the result

of the fact that the calculation was carried out for a short channel

with L = 10 mm, as is ordinarily used in high-frequency sources. Use

of the short channel has as its consequence that at the flow rates

that are optimal from the viewpoint of obtaining a large It, the

value of nL for the channel is found to be small, and we find our-

selves at the very beginning of the curve of I /I0 = f(nL), where

the quantity 1-/I+ is still far from its maximum, which is obtained

at large values of nL. It is clear from these considerations that

we may hope to obtain large negative-ion currents by the use of long

channels in the cathode of the high-frequency source.

-7-



We computed the relationship - = f(Q) for a channel with L =

= 40 mm; in this calculation, it was assumed that the relationship

1 = f(p) is the same for channels with L = 10 mm and L = 40 mm.

Curves of I- = f(Q) for ion energies of 4 and 6 key and L =

= 40 mm are presented in Fig. 3. As follows from these curves, nega-

tive-ion currents larger than 10 Lamp may be obtained for the longer

channel. However, it must be remembered that such currents can be

obtained for long channels and high extracting voltages, i.e., that

the corresponding high-frequency source must be adjusted to operate

in a mode that is unusual for it, and that this may, among other

things, result in a considerable shortening of its lifetime due to

the increased rate of attrition of the cathode at the high extraction

voltages.

The calculations carried out indicate that the method of ob-

taining negative hydrogen ions under cons'ideration here cannot pro-

duce beams of high intensity, although in ca3es where a 1r,-ion cur-

rent of the order of 10 amp is adequate, use of this method is ex-

pedient. If it is necessary to produce a bundle of negative ions

that are heavier than hydrogen ions, the present method gives even

poorer results due to the difficulty of focusing a beam of heavy

ions into a relatively long and narrow channel.
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FORMATION OF NEGATIVE HELIUM, CARBON, OXYGEN, AND
CHLORINE IONS ON PASSAGE OF POSITIVE IONS THROUGH

A SUPERSONIC JET OF MERCURY VAPOR

By Ya.M. Fogel', R.P. Slabospitskiy, and I.T. Guzhovskiy

INTRODUCTION

At the present time, by virtue of a whole series of studies (I]-

[3], the problem of producing a source of negative hydrogen ions

for recharging electrostatic generators may be regarded as solved.

However, a recharging generator can be used not only to produce

protons or deuterons with energies of 2U ev (U is the potential

of the recharging-generator guide), but also heavier ions with

energies of (k + 1) eU ev and a charge ke. The possibility of acceler-

ating multiply charged positive ions involves the construction of a

source of negative ions heavier than hydrogen ions. The development

of such a source may be based on the phenomenon exploited for the

creation of the negative-hydrogen-ion source, i.e., on the phenome-

non of electron capture by positive ions passing through matter. Pre-

liminary experiments to study the transformation of positive oxygen

and helium ions into negative ions on their passage through a vapor-

stream target were described in the dissertation of L.I. Krupnik. A

source of negative helium ions based on the transformation He+ -- He

in a gaseous target is reported in an abstract of a report given be-

fore a session of the American Physical Society [4]. The authors of

* this report obtained a He--ion current of 3.5.10- 9 amp.

- 10 -



It was the purpose of the present study to examine in detail

the transformation of positive helium, carbon, oxygen, and chlorine

ions into negative ions as they passed through a mercury-vapor

target and ascertain the possibility of building a source of heavy

negative ions for a recharging generator.

EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS AND TECHNIQUE

We studied the transformation of positive helium, carbon, oxygen,

and chlorine ions in a mercury-vapor target, using the apparatus de-

scribed in detail in the first part of Reference [7). Since this

apparatus was designed for study of the H+ -H transformation, the

magnetic lens that focuses the ions after passage through the stream

was designed for negative hydrogen ions with energies of 30 kev.

Quite naturally, this lens was practically incapable of focusing

the heavier negative ions with which we were dealing in the present

study. This means that the values given below for the transformation

coefficients and the absolute negative-ion current values are some-

what lower than their true values. As will be seen from the data of

Reference [1], these values may be increased by no more than a factor

of two by means of focusing the heavy negative ions.

A high-frequency source was employed to produce the beam of

positive ions; here, to produce the He+, C+ , 0+, and Cl+ ions, the

source cylinder was filled with helium, carbon dioxide, oxygen, and

freon CC1 2F2 , respectively. In study of the transformation Cl+ -CI
- ,

we took into account the circumstance that the beam of C1 35+ ions

might contain an impurity of Cl+ e [sic) CCl ions formed on dis-

sociation of CC1F+ and CClF+ ions in the mercury-vapor Jet. Since

the "apparent" mass of these ions is near 35, the magnetic analyzer

in the apparatus could not separate them from the beam of C1+ ions.

Since the energy of these ions is smaller than the energy of the Cl+ '

- 11 -



ions, they may be separated from the beam of Cl+ ions by means of an

electric field. Such energy-based separation of ions was effected

by the use of the electric field set up by a plate capacitor placed

before the entry into the magnetic analyzer.

We studied the transformation coefficients as functions of the

primary-beam energy and the boiler temperature, which determines

the thickness of the Jet. Further, using a Faraday cylinder with a

variable diaphragm (the diaphragm diameter could be varied from 2

to 22.5 mm) mounted at the magnetic-analyzer output, we studied the

current and current-density distribution over the section of the

negative-ion beam. The results of these experiments are presented

below.

THE He+- He TRANSFORMATION

The possibility of the existence of metastable negative helium

ions proceeds from theoretical calculations [5]. The appearance of

negative helium ions on collisions between positive helium ions and

atoms of inert gases was first reported in Reference (6]. Preliminary

results of study of the He+ He- transformation in a mercury-vapor

target were reported by L.I. Krupnik in his dissertation. The Ameri-

can study (4] devoted to the source of negative helium ions has al-

ready been mentioned in the introduction to the present article.

Figure 1 shows the mass spectrum of the beam of positive ions

produced from the high-frequency source* operating on helium and the

mass spectrum of the negative-ion beam that emerged from the mercury-

vapor target. As will be seen from this figure, only He+ ions are

present in the positive-ion spectrum in any significant quantity,

and only He- ions from the He+- He- transformation are present in

the negative-ion spectrum in significant numbers.

- 12 -
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1)a

Fig. 1. Mass spectra of positive-
ion beam from high-frequency source
and negative-ion beam from mercury-
vapor target. 1) pLamp; 2) Im.

F. 2. Trnfrmto cef- i.3 Tasorain ofi

4 -- --- _ _ --

5,-

A" = 22]v X 0 -t10C " t=13C

- - 4 - ,

Fig.g.Tras f omsio cfsf of 3.e transformation coeffi-en

antion of boiler temperatre tim f o ner ry: i -

Aapor22.2etey;)~amp; 2)O- 132Figu.rasfo2adtiow cres oFg the Transformation coeffin

oHe-easafntion of boiler temperature and ion energy .-t 5C
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The small value of the transformation coefficient is a char-

acteristic property of the He+ -0 He- transformation. The highest

value obtained for this coefficient in our measurements was 6.10- 4 .

Because the dependence of transformation coefficient on energy is a

monotonically rising curve (Fig. 3), the possibility that a con-

siderably higher transformation coefficient may be obtained with

He+-ion energies in excess of 40 kev is not excluded. The largest

He--ion current obtained in the experiments described above was

2.9-1079 amp.

THE C+ -,C- TRANSFORMATION

Figure 4 shows the mass spectrum of the positive-ion beam strik-

ing the mercury-vapor target and the mass spectrum of the negative-

ion beam emerging from the mercury-vapor target. C- ions from the

processes C+ + - , CO+ -C7 , and CO2+-* r were detected in the

negative-ion spectrum. The number of C7 ions from the CO2+ -oC -

process was so small that no tranoformation-coefficient measurements

were made for this process. C6- and C02-- ions were not detected in

the negative-ion spectrum, from which we may conclude that the trans-

formation coefficients of the processes CO+-, CO- and CO2 + - C02-

were respectively smaller than 1.25'10-3 and 5.10- 3 .

Figures 5 and 6 show curves of the transformation coefficients

of the processes C+-* C- and CO+- C- as functions of boiler tempera-

ture and ion energy. As will be seen from these figures, the coeffi-

cient KI (C+ - C7 transformation) is considerably larger than the

coefficient KII (CO+- C- transformation), so that only the process

c+-* C" is of practical significance from the standpoint of producing

intense C -ion beams. In view of this, it would be desirable to find

the optimum operating conditions for the high-frequency source, which

would give the highest content of C+ ions in the positive-ion beam.

- 14 -
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2)

Fig. 4. Mass spectra of beam of posi-
tive ions incident on mercury-vapor
target and beam of negative ions
emerging from mercury-vapor target:
a) 10- = 0.41 4amp; b) I C +

1 max max
= 7.8 ILamp. 1) pamp; 2) Im .

On the other hand, since we observe
X Itl
S - - ... .- a monotonic rise in the coefficient

KI with ion energy, it would be ad-

visable to measure it at energies

- _ greater than 40 kev.*

Figure 7 shows curves of the

X a X W 0 M T current and current density of C

Fig. 5. Transformation coef- ions with energies of 32.2 kev ob-
ficient of processes C+-' C-
and CO+ - C- as function of tained from the transformation Ct-*C-

boiler temperature. E =
= 42.4 kev.UiC+-0-C-, as functions of the variable-diaphragm
+++CO+ - C-.

diameter. It is curious that a current

of 4.5'10-9 amp can still be obtained through a diaphragm 2 mm in

diameter. The maximum current through a diaphragm 22.5 mm in diameter

- 15 -
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o...-,a -___ ____ I-

Fig. 6. Transformation coef- Fig. 7. Current and current den-
ficien of processes +- C- sity of C- ions with energy E =
and CO -1 C- as a function of = 32.2 kev obtained from trans-
ion energy: "A - t = 1230 C; formation C+ -+ C- as functions
C+-*C-; 0" - t 1360C; of variable-diaphragm diameter.
CO+ -s C-; 1) key. 1) Iamp; 2) amp/mm2 ; 3) mm.

reached 0.1 pamp.

THE 0+ 0-* 0 TRANSFORMATION

Figure 8 presents the mass spectra of the positive and negative

oxygen ions. Monotonic oxygen ions from the transformations 01+ -# 0-;

0 -0 01; and 03+- 01- and molecular oxygen ions from the trans-

formation 02 + 02- were observed in the negative-ion spectrum. The

03+ 01- transformation was not studied because of the very small

content of 0 3+ ions in the positive-ion beam.

Figures 9 and 10 give curves of the transformation coefficients

KI, KII, and KIII (the 01+ - O1-; 02+ * 02-; 02+-+ 2- transforma-

tions, respectively) as functions of boiler temperature and ion energy.

As will be seen from these figures, the coefficient KII is smaller

than KI for the oxygen ions, in contrast to the transformations

H1i H1
- and H2 + Hl-, so that it is expedient to employ the trans-

formation Ol+-O1- to obtain higher-intensity beams of 0- ions.

Figure 11 presents curves of current and current density of

01 ions with an energy of 32.2 key obtained from the transformation

- 16 -
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( II

ne)ativ ox g n i n .)1m ; 2

--&fk - - I L_ -r - -1 -:C

Fig.ig 8. Massorato pectra Fg postiv Tandfrain ofi

cint KI I ndKIIa iet I II;n IIa
negative oxygen ions. 1) ioamp; 2) m .

____ _ ______ / 4

a-"-

Fig. 9. Transformation coeffi- Fig. 10. Transformation coeffi-
cients KI, KII, and KIII as cients KI, KII, and KIII as

functions of boiler tempera- functions of ion energy. t -

turT: E = 11.6 key; 000 - = 1360C. 000 - o+-0 1-;- O0 -9 0-; M - 02+' --I l; 00 -0+ -* 0 11-- -- O + -

- ~0 + - 2~l 000 -0 2 ~.1--0
02 202 - -. 1) kev.

01+ 01- as functions of variable-diaphragm diameter.

In the experiments with oxygen ions, we produced 0--ion cur-

rents up to 2.5 pamp at an unseparated-beam current of 150 Lamp and

with the Faraday-cylinder diaphragm fully opened (d = 22.5 mm). A

current of 0.1 pamp was obtained through a diaphragm with d = 2 mm.

In view of the fact that the transformation coefficient of 01+ _ 0 -

- 17-



--f-52) is very large, we may hope to obtain

- - 01--ion beams of considerably greater

r.8 J- intensity provided that the intensity

V of the positive-ion beam is increased

and improvements are made in focusing

it and the negative ions formed in

A- - the vapor-stream target.

THE C1+ -C [ sic] TRANSFORMATION

- - -,The mass spectrum of the positive-

- JAIL ion beam striking the mercury-vapor

. I1 M NA gL ut 3) target and the mass spectrum of the

Fig. 11. Current and current beam of negative ions emerging from
density of Of- ions with energy it are shown in Fig. 12. As will be

of 32.2 key obtained from the
transformation 01+ -*0 - as seen from Fig. 12, the spectrum of

functions of variable-diaphragm
diameter. 1) vamp; 2) pamp/mm2 ; negative ions having an energy equal
3) mm. to the energy of the positive ions

shows Cl1  ions from the C 1 + - Cl - transformation and a very small

number of CCI- and CF2- ions from the transformations CC1+ - CCI -

and CF2  CF2-. No C12- ions were observed in the spectrum of the

full-energy negative ions, from which it follows that the trans-

formation coefficient of the process C12+ C12- is below 2"lC 3 . On

adjusting the strengths of the electric and magnetic fields of the

electrostatic and magnetic analyzers, we observed C1 ions from the

transformations CCI+-l c - , CC12F+ -ClI-, and Cl2 -P C1-. The

number of negative chlorine ions from these processes was insignifi-

cant, so that we did not study the transformation coefficients in

this case.

Figures 13 and 14 show curves of the coefficient KI for the
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Fig. 12. Mass spectra of positive ions striking
mercury-vapor target and of negative ions emerg-
ing from it. 1) pamp; 2) Im .

transformations Ci +- CI - as a function of boiler temperature and

ion energy. Comparison with the transformation processes for other

ions indicates that the transformation coefficient for Ci+ -C l -

is largest and reaches values of about 20%.

Figure 15 shows curves of current and current density of the

C1 - ions with energies of 32.2 key as functions of the variable

diaphragm diameter. The maximum current of C11 ions in the Faraday

cylinder with diaphragm fully opened was 0.85 Itamp with a current

of 62.5 pamp in the current of mass-unresolved positive ions. Ap-

parently, the current of C17 ions might be increased considerably

with observance of the above conditions.

As a conclusion to the present paper, Fig. 16 presents a com-

parison of the curves of KI = f(E) for all of the transformations

that we investigated, as well as that for H1 +- H1-, wfich was

studied in [7).
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Fig. 13. Coefficient KI for, Fig. 14. Coefficient KI for

transformation C1 + - CI- as a transformation C1 + --o CI- as a

function of boiler tempera- function of ion energy: XXX -
ture: 000 - 9 = 11 .6 kev; t = 1180c; 000 - t = 125°C;

AMA - E =22.2 key; XXX - AAA - t = 1350C; +++ - t = 1570C.
= 32.2 kev; +++ - E = 42.4 kev. 1) Key.

Fi 2) We suggest that the experiments

• o. "ft°"*' described in the present paper may

,',' be used as a basis for development

" t~/flIII.... ... i lof a source of heavy negative ions

0,8 Jt I [ iI it for a overcharging generator to trans-t f io C -- form positive into negative ions in

" /1t l Ii _ , .,, ,, II'a mercury-vapor target. As regardls

Ell '!! production of intense He- beams,

solution of this problem can be
Fig. 15. Current and current
density of C1 -  ions with guaranteed only by the use of an

energy of 32.2 ke as a func-
tion of variable-diadhragm ion source that creates a very-

diameter. 1) Lamp; 2) pamp/mm ,3) mm. high-intensity beam of positive

helium ions.
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12 *This spectrum was reported in the presence of a supersonic

mercury-vapor Jet.

15 *This could not be done in the present study because the ion-

beam accelerating tube did not withstand voltages above 40 key.
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INVESTIGATION OF THE DIELECTRIC STRENGTH OF CERTAIN COMPRESSED
GASES AND GASEOUS MIXTURES BY MEANS OF AN ELECTROSTATIC

GENERATOR

By L.I. Pivovar and V M. Tubayev

GENERAL PROPOSITIONS

Very-high-voltage electrostatic generators are of considerable

interest both from the standpoint of particle acceleration for pre-

cision nuclear research and from the standpoint of their extensive

application in a number of scientific and engineering fields. Conse-

quently, research into the factors that limit the voltages and cur-

rents of electrostatic generators is of great importance. As we know,

the voltages of contemporary electrostatic generators are primarily

limited by the dielectric strength of the accelerating tubes and

then further by the dielectric strength of the compressed gases

that serve to insulate the generator. Development of electrostatic

generators should proceed in the direction of increased currents

and voltages and high compactness. Successful solution of these

problems may be achieved only on the basis of systematic study of

the dielectric strength of the vacuum and the compressed gases, as

well as the superficial sparkover strength of the dielectrics in

a vacuum and in compressed gases at high voltages, Until recently,

only a small number of studies had been devoted to these problems.

Only recently did reports appear describing studies of the dielectric

strength of certain compressed gases (N2, C02 , air) in homogeneous

steady-voltage fields up to 900-1000 kv [l), [2].
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In the majority of electrostatic-generator designs described in

the literature, nitrogen has been used as the insulating gaseous

medium [3], (4]; only in isolated cases do we find nitrogen being

used in mixture with freon [5], (6] or "elegaz" [7], or nitrogen

mixed with carbon dioxide (8], or, finally, pure carbon dioxide [9].

Comparison of the sparkover voltages in compressed gases for

various electrostatic generators indicates that there is a wide scat-

tering in the value of the maximum sparkover potential gradient at-

tained in these designs. This fact suggests that it is necessary to

conduct systematic investigations of the dielectric strengths of com-

pressed gases and gaseous mixtures for selection of the most suitable

gaseous insulation for electrostatic generators and other high-voltage

apparatus operating in compressed gases.

The present paper describes a compact electrostatic generator

and comparisons made on it between the dielectric strengths of cer-

tain practically important compressed gases and gaseous mixtures

in the weakly nonhomogeneous electric fields characteristic for the

majority of operational electrostatic-generator designs.

DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENTS

The apparatus that we designed and built for the investigations

is a compact electrostatic generator that operates in a compressed

gas. The generator was mounted inside a vertical steel cylindrical

tank 65 cm in diameter and 140 cm long; this tank was designed for

operating pressures as high as 19 atmospheres. Provision was made in

the generator design for installation of interchangeable electrodes

on the guide and the cover of the tank for investigation of the

dielectric strengths of gases in homogeneous fields. The general

configuration of the generator is shown in Fig. 1.

The generator's insulating column was built up from two sections
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and has a total length of 80 cm. The bottom of the column consists

of 23 aluminum divider disks, each 375 mm in diameter, and the top

of the column consists of 17 aluminum divider disks 300 am in diameter.

The divider disks were fabricated from sheet aluminum 1 mm thick

and wrapped at the periphery with aluminum tubing 12 mm in diameter.

The insulating column was assembled with organic-glass insulators

threaded together in such a way that a divider disk was clamped be-

tween each pair of insulators. The cylindrical insulators, which were

30 mm in diameter, have smooth polished surfaces. Threaded together,

the insulators from a cylindrical column. There are four such columns

at the bottom of the generator and three at the top. This insulating-

column design guarantees the necessary mechanical strength as well

as excellent contact between the metallic disks and the insulator

faces. The generator voltage is distributed uniformly along the in-

sulating column by means of resistance blocks that connect successive

disks. Each block is composed of ten l00-megohm type KLV resistors,

so that the total resistance of each block Is 1000 Megohms. The re-

sistance blocks are assembled into a separate column with a total

length of 80 cm. In assembled form, this column is inserted into the

generator's insulating column, and electrical contact between the

blocks and the equipotential disks is provided by flat springs. The

electric field is distributed along the charge conveyor belt by means

of cylindrical duralumin rods 12 mun in diameter. These rods are
screwed to the equipotential disks and their position relative to

the belt can be adjusted between 6 and 8 mm.
A high-voltage electrode with a maximum diameter of 330 mm was

made in the form of a hemisphere terminating in a radius of curvature

of 100 mm where it joins the insulating column.
We prepared two electrodes of the same type - one from aluminum

and the other from copper. At the top of the copper electrode, we

drilled and tapped a centered hole to accept the mount of one of the

Rogovskiy electrodes. When the copper electrode was used to study
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Fig. 1. Diagram of apparatus: 1) manometer; 2, 3)
safety valves; 4) high-voltage guide 330 mm in
diameter 5) intermediate screen 460 mm in dia-
meter; 61 inspection windows; 7, 10) column sec-
tions; 8) protective screen; 9) tank; 11) motor;
12) high-voltage input; 15, 22) conveyor-belt
sheaths; 19) charge conveyor belt; 20) rotor
voltmeter.

sparkover in a weakly nonhomogeneous field, a plug that provided a

smooth electrode surface was screwed into the hole.

To ascertain the part played by the intermediate electrostatic

screens (since the data on this point in the literature are contra-

dictory), we made provision for installing a single intermediate

screen. This 460-mm-diameter intermediate screen was made from alumi-

num and is a combination of a hemisphere with a cylinder with a

marginal radius of curvature of 160 mm where it meets the insulating

column.
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The generator tank was made from

a steel tube which had roughness of

( the order of 1-1.5 mm in depth on its

internal surface as a result of corro-

sion. Consequently, a cylindrical

polished aluminum screen 630 mm in

diameter was mounted inside the tank

to screen this roughness. The genera-

tor's charging belt, which was 125 mm

wide, was made from four-ply rubber-

2) 0 . , impregnated percale and moves at a

Fig. 2. Diagram of generator
charging. 1) amp; 2) 0 to 70 rate of 15 m/sec. The charges are
kv. fed onto the belt by means of corona

brushes.

As a result of tests made on a number of systems for charging

the belt, we settled on a system that combines the highest generator

short-circuit current with stability of its voltage within a few tens

of percent. This system for charging the generator is illustrated in

Fig. 2. The lower brush, which is mounted on the inner surface of

the belt, serves to pick off the surface charge of the opposite sign

that has appeared as a result of friction between the belt and the

sheaves and "parasitic" discharging in the wedge of gas between the

sheave and the belt. This device delivers high natural stability of

the generator voltage. Charging of the belt, on the other hand, is

effected by a brush mounted at the roller on the outside of the belt.

The belt tension is regulated by means of two rods that pass

through the lower bulkhead of the boiler. The rods are pivot-connected

to the sheave frame and are tensioned by means of a manual screw

feed. Inspection windows were cut into the bottom of the boiler to
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permit visual inspection of the belt movement and reading the thermom-

eter.

(TECHNIQUE OF MEASUREMENT

All experiments with the electrostatic generator were carried

out with the positive guide polarity. The generator voltage was meas-

ured by a compensation-type rotor voltmeter mounted in a sidearm of

the tank. rhe generating plate of the rotor voltmeter was sunk far

enough into the hole in the protective screen so that it would "see"

only the high-voltage guide of the generator.

We calibrated the rotor voltmeter prior to each measurement;

for this purpose, we fed the high potential from the rectifier apparatus

to the guide or to the intermediate screen as needed. The applied

voltage was measured to an accuracy of ± 1.5% by a kilovoltmeter. As

we know, the reading of a rotor voltmeter can be severely distorted

by corona currents, so that we used a microammeter to monitor the

data obtained, inserting it between the interchangeable brushes, which

were insulated from the top plate of the generator, and the guide

(Fig. 2). The appearance of corona currents from the conductor is

registered by this microammeter, thus making it possible to exclude

doubtful data from analysis. To estimate the error with which the

generator-voltage values measured by the rotor voltmeter had been

determined, we compared the rotor-voltmeter reading with the current

readings of a potentiometer. These comparisons were made at various

pressures of the gases in the tank and for the voltage interval rang-

ing from 200 kv to the sparkover voltage. It was found in all cases

that the discrepancy between the readings of the rotor voltmeter and

the potentiometer in carbon dioxide, in hydrogen, and in mixture of

carbon dioxide with "elegaz" and nitrogen did not exceed t 2%, while

the divergence for technical nitrogen was ± 6%.
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Apart from the comparisons, we verified the correctness of the

rotor-voltmeter readings over the entire range of measured voltages

by setting up screen grids directly in front of the rotor voltmeter.

These checks indicated that under our conditions, the readings of

the rotor voltmeter were undistorted, since the agreement between

the readings of the rotor voltmeter with and without the grids was

within 1.5-2%.

The high-voltage guide, the intermediate screen, and the pro-

tective screen were polished to an excellent mirror finish. Prior to

each experiment, the guide, screen, and generator were rinsed with

ether. The gases under investigation were injected into the tank

through a purifying battery containing alumina gel and a number of

cotton filters.

Prior to filling with gas, the generator was dried under a

vacuum of the order of 0.5 mm Hg for 15-20 hours. In the majority

of cases, such drying of the gas and the generator provided a rela-

tive humidity of 0.2-0.5% at tank gas pressures of 10-15 atm abs.

To ascertain the influence of the residual humidity on the dielectric

strength of the gases, we placed a copper coil in the tank and passed

a coolant through it, thereby establishing the water-vapor pressure

in the tank at the level corresponding to the coil temperature.

The "elegaz" used in the experiments was subjected to thorough

purification. For this purpose, the gas was frozen out at a tempera-

ture of -850 C and the uncondensed fractions were released into the

atmosphere. This operation was repeated twice, after which the lique-

fied fraction was passed through a number of absorbers to purify the

"elegaz" of condensed impurities.

The puncture voltage of the gas gap was measured by raising the

applied potential difference by small steps to the sparkover value
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through the voltage interval 3-5% below the sparkover value. The

guide potential was varied by fine adjustment of the belt-charging

voltage. The time of sparkover was registered visually through the

inspection windows, and by an oscillograph which served as a com-

pensation indicator in the measurement circuit of the rotor voltmeter.

From 10 to 20 readings were taken at each point for averaging purposes.

As a rule, the limiting sparkover voltage was not reached at once;

instead, the voltage rose slowly to a constant value after a number

of repeated triggerings of the discharge. The longest "training period"

was required in technical nitrogen at elevated pressures. In these

cases, the final puncture voltage was reached after several hundreds

and sometimes even thousands of discharge triggerings, with the final

voltage 35 to 40% above the original voltage. Running-water cooling

was employed to hold the temperature in the tank between 20 and 250C

during the experiment. The temperature in the tank was monitored by

a thermometer mounted in it.

In studying dielectric puncture between the 330-mm-diameter

high-voltage guide and the protective screen, the shoulder of the

generator's lower section was screened by a steel ring having a 60-

mm radius of curvature.

RESULTS OF MEASURE4ENTS AND DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

a) Carbon Dioxide*

Figure 3 shows curves of the puncture voltage as a function of

pressure for carbon dioxide in the pressure region from 1 to 11 atm

abs. Curve I corresponds to sparkover between the 440-mm-diameter

intermediate screen and the protective screen. We used the intermediate

screen as a guide by short-circuiting that part of the generator

which was situated inside it. As will be seen from the figure, the

puncture voltage rises linearly with increasing pressure and has
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reached 1140 kv at 8 atm. Discharges along the belt interfered with

further elevation of the voltage.

i),- Curve II corresponds to spark-

A17.~fj17~. -over between the 330-mm-diameter guide

L1O __j__tI and the protective screen. In this
Scase, the puncture voltage rises

. . linearly to 7 atm abs, after which

'-! its increase with pressure becomes-.. i~ I-- i~ii- !i i!slightly slower. At 11 atm, the punc-

[I-f ture voltage reaches 1750 kv. Again,

sparkover along the belt prevented

Im further increase in the potential of

$ I I I # i I I 1 , 9 the high-voltage guide with increasing

Fig. 3. Puncture voltage as a pressure. As a rule, these sparkovers
function of pressure in carbon
dioxide. 1) kv; 2) atmospheres. put the belt out of service as a re-

sult of carbonization of the percale.

The data given here represent averages from several independent

measurements. The puncture-voltage measurements were made with copper

and aluminum guides having the same sliape and dimensions. Comparison

of the puncture-voltage values obtained with the copper and aluminum

guides indicates that no differences in the puncture-voltage values

are observed within the limits of experimental error.

Curve III illustrates the puncture voltage in carbon dioxide as

a function of pressure in the presence of a 460-mm-diameter inter-

mediate screen. In this case, given the same pressures, the puncture

voltage increases over the value obtained with the conductor alone by

about 25%, thus showing rather good agreement with the calculated

value. The puncture voltage at 8 atm abs was 1760 kv, after which

any further increase in the voltage was restricted by sparkover along
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the belt.

Excellent reproducibility of the results was observed with car-

bon dioxide gas, together with very narrow scattering of the spark-

over voltage value over the entire range of pressures that we in-

vestigated.

b) Nitrogen

Figure 4 shows sparkover voltage as a function of pressure for

nitrogen in the pressure region from 1 to 12 atm abs.

Curve I shows the puncture voltage as a function of pressure

exerted by nitrogen containing 8% of oxygen and corresponds to spark-

over between the 330-mm-high-voltage copper guide and the protective

screen. As will be seen from the figure, the puncture voltage rises

linearly with pressure only to 5 atm abs, after which its increase

with pressure proceeds at a sharply reduced rate. Here, in addition

to being retarded, the puncture-voltage curve splits, so to speak,

into two branches, forming a region (cross-hatched on the figure) in

which puncture may take place at any voltage value between the upper

and lower boundaries of this region. The upper sparkover-voltage

limit at a pressure of 12 atm abs is 1700 kv. Spark discharges along

the belt prevented any further increase in voltage with pressure.

Curve II presents the puncture voltage as a function of pressure

exerted by nitrogen containing 0.03% oxygen. This curve was registered

under the same geometrical conditions and with the same electrodes as

curve I. As we see, the scattering in the sparkover-voltage values

for pure nitrogen is greater than that for technical nitrogen.

Curve III corresponds to puncture between the 460-mm guide and

the protective screen in nitrogen containing 8% of oxygen. Discharge

( anomalies in technical nitrogen took place in all of the cases con-

sidered, in approximately the same pressure region (the cross-hatched
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regions on Pig. 4). These anomalies were observed in all experiments

without exception, and cannot be accounted for as accidental effects.

(There are oblique references to scattering of the puncture-voltage

values in the report by Fortesque and Gall [6]. Felici [10]also

makes reference to the instability of the pure-nitrogen discharge

voltage in a nonhomogeneous field at large spark lengths. Conse-

Kquently, one possible reason for the discharge anomalies in nitrogen
would be the existence of large local electric-field nonhomogeneities

that make their appearance at elevated pressures.

im

18MC

Pig. 4. Puncture voltage as a function of pres-
sure in nitrogen and hydrogen. 1) Atmospheres;
2) kv.

The dependence of sparkover voltage in nitrogen on pressure has

been investigated by a number of authors, including V.S. Akshanov,

who used an electrostatic generator that he built himself. The curve

that he obtained differs from those obtained by us, but this may be

accounted for by differences in the "training period" and possibly

in the lengths of the gas gaps.

As in the case of carbon dioxide, we carried out the puncture-

voltage measurements in technical nitrogen using the copper and
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aluminum guides. In this case, it was established, in contrast to

that of carbon dioxide, that the limiting sparkover-voltage values

in the pressure region above 7-8 atm abs was slightly lower for the

aluminum electrode than for the copper electrode. This difference is

a consequence of the fact that the maximum puncture voltages in techni-

cal nitrogen at elevated pressures were, as a rule, attained only

after a large number of discharges, which formed craters on the

aluminum surface. It is at these craters that the elevated potential

gradients localize, apparently with the result that the sparkover

voltages show a slight decrease. Craters are also formed on the copper

guide, but they were much less distinctly expressed on the copper

than on the aluminum.

We also studied the influence of residual humidity on the elec-

trical properties of technical nitrogen. For this purpose, we passed

a stream of liquid nitrogen through a coil passing through the lower

tank bulkhead for 8 to 10 hours, so that a very low water vapor pres-

sure in the tank was guaranteed. The curves then obtained for spark-

over voltage as a function of the pressure exerted by nitrogen con-

taining 8% of oxygen were virtually coincident with curve I in Fig. 4.

This suggests that a relative moisture content of less than 0.5% in

nitrogen no longer exerts a noticeable influence on its electrical

properties.

c) Hydrogen

In a recently published note [10], Felici refers to the advantages

of using compressed hydrogen as insulation in rigid-rotor electro-

static generators. The basic advantages consist in the relatively

high efficiency and high surface density of the transferred charge

together with relatively high dielectric strength in nonhomogeneous

fieldz with long gas gaps. Felici employed compressed hydrogen as
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insulation in rigid-rotor machines at voltages up to 250 kv. In view

of the above special properties of hydrogen, it was regarded as worth-

( while to investigate the possibility of using compressed hydrogen as

insulation for belt-conveyor electrostatic generators. Consequently,

we investigated the dielectric strength of pure hydrogen (99.9%) in

the pressure region up to 14 atm abs.

Figure 4 (curve IV) shows the sparkover voltage as a function of

pressure for hydrogen in the pressure region from 1 to 14 atm abs. The

curve corresponds to sparkover between the 330-mm copper high-voltage

guide and the protective screen. As will be seen from the figure,

the sparkover voltage increases almost linearly to 11 atm abs, after

which its increase with pressure is slightly slower. The sparkover

voltage at 14 atm abs is 1375 kv. Further elevation of the voltage

was restricted by discharge along the belt.

Simultaneously with the above measurements, we evaluated the

magnitude of the aerodynamic losses in motion of the belt in hydro-

gen on the basis of the power change. It was found that they amounted

to only a few percent of the electric power of the generator at 14

atm abs. Together with the low aerodynamic losses, we found that the

charging voltage of the belt was approximately 1/2 to 1/3 that ob-

served in nitrogen or carbon dioxide.

In the pressure region that we investigated, the sparkover

field strengths in hydrogen remained even lower than those in nitro-

gen or carbon dioxide. However, the shape of the curve of discharge

voltage as a function of pressure in hydrogen Justifies the con-

clusion that at pressures of the order of 15-20 atm abs, the dielec-

tric strength of hydrogen will not be inferior to that of nitrogen.

In cases where efficiency and a high density of the transferred

charge are of great importance, the use of compressed hydrogen as
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insulation for electrostatic generators with belt conveyors may be

found expedient.

d) Mixtures of Technical Nitrogen with Carbon Dioxide

Comparison of the discharge voltages in nitrogen and carbon

dioxide indicates that in the pressure region below 7-8 atm abs,

technical nitrogen possesses a dielectric strength higher than that

of carbon dioxide. In the region of pressures above 7-8 atm abs,

however, carbon dioxide has the higher dielectric strength. It was

therefore regarded as interesting to investigate the dielectric

strength of mixtures of technical nitrogen with carbon dioxide at

elevated pressures. For this purpose, we made a study of the dielec-

tric strength of mixtures of technical nitrogen containing 8% of

oxygen with pure carbon dioxide. The mixtures inveitigated contained

9, 18, 30, and 50% of carbon dioxide gas by volume.

Figure 5 presents the results of the corresponding measurements

of the sparkover voltage between the 330-mm guide and the protective

screen as a function of pressure. The curves illustrate the depen-

dence of sparkover voltage on pressure for mixtures containing 18

and 50% of carbon dioxide. For purposes of comparison, Fig. 5 also

shows curves of the sparkover voltages as functions of pressure for

pure carbon dioxide and technical nitrogen as taken froia Figs. 3 and

4. As will be seen from Fig. 5, the sparkover voltages of the mix-

tures below 6-7 atm abs have values close to those for nitrogen.

At pressures above 7 atm abs, however, the dielectric strength of

the mixtures is higher than that of either of the components. As the

carbon-dioxide content in the mixture is varied from 9% to 50%, its

dielectric strength varies only very slightly over the entire range

of pressures investigated. Some scattering in the sparkover-voltage

value appears in mixtures containing 9 and 18% carbon dioxide; this
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scattering lies in the pressure region above 7 atm abs for the 9%

mixture and in the pressure region above 10 atm abs for the 18%

( ) mixture (region hatched on figure).

e) Mixtures of Carbon Dioxide with "Elegaz"

As we know from experience in the use of certain electrostatic

"1).

2AN F-- - -

! - -.- -- - - - - -

* 2 3 I " ,- ~ 1

Fig 5. Sparkover voltage as a func-
tion of pressure in mixtures of nitro-
gen and carbon dioxide. 1) kv; 2) atmos-
pheres.

generators [7], (12], the addition of small quantities of electrically

negative gases to nitrogen or air raises the discharge voltage con-

siderably. As an illustration, we might cite the recently described

electrostatic generator developed by Gokhberg et al. [7]. By adding

3.5% of "elegaz" to nitrogen, the authors succeeded in increasing

the electric strength of the design markedly. For proper selection

of the components and composition from the economy and technical

standpoints, study of the influence exerted by additives, including

"elegaz" to certain practically important gases is of high importance.
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Thus we carried out the first investigations of the dielectric

strength of mixtures of carbon dioxide with "elegaz" as a function

S) of the "elegaz" content in the mixture, and also made certain meas-

urements in mixtures of nitrogen with "elegaz" in the pressure inter-

val from 1 to 10 atm abs.
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voltages of the mixture takes place even at very low "elegaz" con-

tents as compared with carbon dioxide; here, an almost linear varia-

tion of sparkover voltage with pressure is retained over the entire

range of pressures investigated.

Figure 7 shows the sparkover voltages of the mixtures as func-

tions of "elegaz" content in carbon dioxide for various pressures.

evi' { - -

t1 1 ,1 / if X 11 N R V] I2-, e1f vme1::e,5
Fig. 7. Sparkover voltage as a function of

Ielegaz" content in mixtures of carbon dioxide
with "elegaz". 1) [kv]; 2) content of "elegaz"
in carbon dioxide, %.

A characteristic property of these curves is the very sharp increase

in sparkover voltage with increasing content of "elegaz" when very

small quantities of it are added to the carbon dioxide. With a

further increase in the "elegaz" content, the rise in sparkover

voltage is slower. The degree of this retardation for various pres-

sures is excellently illustrated in Fig. 8, which shows the rela-

tive increase in the mixture sparkover voltages as compared with

pure carbon dioxide as a function of the "elegaz" content in the mix-

ture. A special property of these curves is the extremely rapid drop

in their slopes with increasing "elegaz" content, with the slope

diminishing more rapidly the higher the pressure of the mixture.

Discovery of these properties of mixtures of carbon dioxide with
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"elegaz" suggests the expediency of using compressed mixtures with

small "elegaz" contents from both the economical and technical stand-

(i points, since there are indications of a certain chemical instability

of "elegaz" in the corona and spark discharges (12].

In conclusion, we note that the maximum sparkover voltage in

a mixture of carbon dioxide with "elegaz" (2580 kv) was obtained by

the present authors at 7.3% SF6 and 9 atm abs. An average field

strength of about 3200 kv/m along the support corresponds to this

voltage. Spark discharges along the belt limited any further increase

in the generator voltage. It should be noted that with certain indi-

vidual belts, the limiting sparkover intervened at voltages as low as

about 2000 kv. The highest electric-field strengths achieved in the

present study are considerably higher than the strengths obtained

on the better contemporary electrostatic generators.

4 0 7. ' - -t . . ..j- I 
-

1 4-1

' ',. ... , /'

H/

2 ) S7 7 l-r 1- 1; 2),. ... .--
Fig. 1 8.. Relat--- r ince-s ini di- Fig. 9.. ....e votgea,

,-i." ' '-1iT t 7 " '. ' -, , - - " I ! !:

electric strength as a function function of pressure in mixtures
of "elegaz" content in mixtures of nitrogen with "elegaz." 1) kv;
of carbon dioxide with "elegaz." 2) atmospheres.1)Upr in CO2 + SF6/U r in C02;

2) content of "elegazp' in carbon
dioxide,
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f) Mixtures of Technical Nitrogen with "Elegaz"

Figure 9 shows the changes in the sparkover voltage of a mixture

of technical gas (N2 + 8% 02) with "elegaz" as a function of pressure

for various "elegaz" contents. The curves correspond to sparkover

between the 330-mm guide and the protective screen. As will be seen

from the figure, the addition of a small quantity of "elegaz" to

the nitrogen (0.25, 0.9 and 1.7% by volume) sharply raises the spark-

over voltage, and even eliminates scattering in the sparkover-voltage

value. However, a sharp deviation from linearity in the pressure

region above 6 atm abs is also characteristic for these curves. Com-

parison of the sparkover voltages of mixtures of nitrogen with "ele-

gaz" indicates that the advantage lies with the carbon-dioxide-

"elegaz" mixtures at elevated pressures and that these advantages

become increasingly marked as the pressure is raised further, since

the deviations from linearity of the sparkover voltages of mixtures

of carbon dioxide gas with "elegaz" are small at the highest pres-

sures that we studied.

CONCLUSIONS

1. A mixture of nitrogen with "elegaz" may be regarded as the

most suitable gaseous insulation for electrostatic generators at

pressures below 8 atm abs, and mixtures of carbon dioxide with "ele-

gaz" for higher pressures. It is fully sufficient to add "elegaz"

in volumes of 2-10%.

2. In mixtures, nitrogen and carbon dioxide gas possess higher

dielectric strength at pressures above 7-8 atm abs than either of the

components taken alone. The content of CO2 in the mixture should not

be below 20-25%.

3. It is not advisable to use nitrogen to insulate electrostatic

generators.
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4. In certain cases, it is possible and expedient to employ

pure hydrogen to insulate electrostatic generators.
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B.S. Novikovskiy

VOLTAGE STABILIZATION OF HIGH-CURRENT

DIRECT-ACTION ACCELERATCRS

Solution of a number of problems posed by contemporary physics

requires one-shot accelerators that produce beams of accelerated par-

ticles that are admittedly of not particularly great energy (less than

2.5 Mev), but are nevertheless of high intensity. At the present time,

construction of such an accelerator with a working current of the order

of 10 ma is a pressing problem. What type of accelerator this will be -

one based on an electrostatic generator or on a multiplication scheme -

is unimportant. What is important is that voltage stabilization be ef-

fected in it by a method differing from those presently in use in low-

current generators. The use of an electron gun or a controlled corona

can hardly be Justified in attempts to stabilize a high-current high-

voltage source.

Dependable voltage stabilization of an electrostatic generator

requires that the stabilizing current amount to approximately 10% of

the total current. For an accelerator with a 10-ma output, this means

1 ma. Consequently, several kilowatts of the power developed by the

generator will be expended on stabilization, not to mention the other

inconveniences associated with the use of an electron gun or an in-

tense controllable corona.

The capacitance method of voltage stabilization is likewise lit-

tle suited to the present case, since with the small internal resist-
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ance (which is an inherent property of the high-current generator),

the "liner" system fails to compensate not only protracted, but also

(relatively rapid oscillations of the generator voltage.

If the high-current accelerator is based on the multiplication

system, these stabilization methods become totally useless, since the

voltage-multiplication systems respond weakly to changes in load.

A new voltage-stabilization system that makes it possible to

stabilize the output of a high-current accelerator has been proposed

and tested Li principle in our laboratory. The system can be used in

accelerators based on the electrostatic generator and the voltage-

multiplication system.

ILK

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of
accelerator stabilization us-
ing controllable deceleration
voltage.

The circuit (Fig. 1) works as follows. The low side of the high-

voltage installation (in our case, a voltage-multiplication circuit)

was grounded not directly, as is usually the case, but through a high-

voltage triode (in our case a G0I-30) whose grid was controlled fron

the upper plate of the slit diaphragm. (By using a balancing circuit,
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1 2

*1.,.

Fig. 2. Utorm and Uus k as func-

tions of U . 1) Iv; 2) Ugen/' usk;
3) Utorm; g) Ugen; 5) UuSk ; 6)

Utorm.

it is possible to control the triode from either plate of the slot di-

aphragm; this increases the precision of stabilization, but we inves-

tigated only the principle of this method.) The result is creation of

an accelerator-to-ground capacitance system. If we now place the ac-

celerator in oscillation (supply a beam), the accelerator-to-ground

capacitance begins to charge and a potential difference arises between

the generator zero and the ground; this will increase to a value de-

termined by the grid bias of the triode. The voltage that has arisen

between the bottom of the generator and the ground exerts a decelerat-

ing influence on the particles of the beam and is therefore known as

Utormo

If we were now to proceed in such a way that when the voltage

across the generator increases, Utorm will increase proportionally and

vice versa, we would obtain at the target an energy-stabilized beam of

accelerated particles. For this purpose, the beam was rotated in a

magnetic analyzer and directed at the target in such a way that part

of it settled on the upper half of the slit diaphragm and went to

change the triode bias. If now for any reason the voltage on the gen-
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orator drops by a certain amount, this will result in an increase in

the current through the diaphragm plate, and the triode will begin to

block until Utorm has been reduced to the same value. The reverse ef-

fect occurs when the voltage is raised. Thus, the energy of the par-

ticles that leave the target remains almost constant, particularly

when the beam is well filtered and the triode has a large gain.

Testing of the circuit on a small accelerator gave the following

results (Fig. 2). The variation of the generator voltage within cer-

tain limits does not result in any change in the resultant accelerat-

ing voltage. The system compensates slow and fast fluctuations of gen-

erator voltages quite well; here, the larger the beam current, the

more rapidly does the stabilization system respond.

In stabilization by a corona or by means of an electron gun, re-

storation of a collapsed generator voltage takes place more slowly

than depression of a suddenly increased generator voltage, since the

stabilization system can respond to a drop in accelerator voltage only

by reducing the electron-gun current (or the corona current). But this

current is small (15-20 pa), so that when the capacitance of the gen-

erator's high-voltage electrode with respect to ground is of the order

of a few hundred micromicrofarads, about 0.1 sec is required for re-

storation of the generator voltage when it is suddenly depressed by

several kilovolts. Consequently, a system of this type may prove inade-

quate to compensate frequent voltage drops, and the voltage drop is

the principal deviation that must be corrected in the stabilization

system.

In the methods described here, the stabilization system responds

rapidly precisely when it is necessary to increase the accelerating

voltage, since the depression of U takes place in a very short time.

The decelerating voltage Utorm not only stabilizes the energy of
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the beam, but simultaneously and dependably blocks access of secondary

electrons to the tube.

( An electron gun or, even better, an ion gun may be used in this

stabilization method (instead of the high-voltage triode). We may regu-

late Utorm by regulating the gun current. Use of the gun considerably

broadens the range of effectiveness of the system.

Manu-script (List of Transliterated Symbols)
Page
No.

44 TOpF torm = tormozyashchiy = decelerating

44 ycx = usk = uskoryayushchey = accelerating

44 reH = gen = generator = generator
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HIGH-FREQUENCY SOURCES
FOR ELECTROSTATIC GENERATORS

A.N. Serbinov

The basic advantage of high-frequency ion sources, and that

which is responsible for their widespread application, consists in

the possibility of producing a high percentage content of monatomic

ions with small powers supplied to the discharge chamber of the source.

From this standpoint, high-frequency sources have no competition in

the region of ion currents below 1 ma.

From 1953 through 1955, we investigated the high-frequency ion

source with the object of obtaining a satisfactory design for labora-

tory accelerators, including an electrostatic generator.

The study was begun with an investigation of the conditions

that influence an annular discharge in hydrogen in a transverse mag-

netic field and the percentage composition of the ions in the fre-

quency range from 10 to 50 Mc and initial pressures in the discharge

chamber from 1 to 4.102 n Hg. Then we investigated the properties

of the probe scavenging system. Below we discuss the basic results of

the studies, which may be useful in designing and building high-fre-

quency sources for electrostatic generators.

Let us pause to consider the conditions of self-initiation of

the source discharge. As we know, self-initiation of an annular dis-

Icharge is possible only in casen where it is preceded by some process
that produces a large number of electrons in the discharge chamber.
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In our case, this process was the linear discharge that arises under

the influence of a high-frequency electric field between the edges of

the coils in the tank circuit.

As was shown by the studies of Gill and Engel (1], and later by

Hatch and Williams (2), the appearance of a linear discharge and low

pressures depend heavily on the ability of the elctrodes to emit sec-

ondary electrons and on the interelectrode distance. A discharge may

arise in cases where the time required for a group of electrons to

cross the gap and for secondary electrons to appear at the surface of

the electrode is slightly longer than one-half of a period, and the

number of electrons increases from period to period until it is ade-

quate to ionize the gas. If the emission of secondary electrons ceases

before the sign of the field is reversed, the process ceases, and even

very high field strengths of the order of 300 v/cm are incapable of

initiating the discharge, i.e., there

. .. . . exists a "frequency boundary" for the dis-

i0 charge gap below which it is extremely

difficult or impossible to initiate dis-

.- ~ -charge.

.In the case of an ion source, this

1* gap is the height of the discharge chamber,

and the electrodes from which emission of

3. secondary electrons takes place are its
,I walls. Consequently, in designing the

Fig. 1. Variation of source, we must make sure that the "boun-
"boundary frequency"
(Mc) as a function of dary frequency" of the chamber will be
reciprocal of distance
between electrodes. i) lower than the generator frequency. The
Frequency boundary, Mc; minimum height of the chamber may be deter-
2) reciprocal of inter-
electrode distance, l/d; mined from a diagram showing the "boundary

3) cm-8
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frequency" as a function of the reciprocal of the interelectrode gap

( ig. 1), which we have borrowed from the work of Hatch and Williams.

Experiments have shown that contaminating organic films on the

surfaces of quartz or pyrex possess lower secondary-electron emissions

than clean surfaces, so that initiation of the discharge becomes dif-

ficult when the chamber is dirty.

Thus, independent initiation of the source discharge is ensured

only in cases where the generator frequency is higher than the cham-

ber's "boundary frequency," and the wall surfaces are clean.

Let us now consider the conditions determining the behavior of

the power in the source discharge chamber.

In the presence of a transverse magnetic field, we observe reso-

nance absorption of the discharge power, this absorption depending on

the amplitude and frequency of the high-frequency field, the gas pres-

sure, and the strength of the transverse magnetic field. The resonance

value of the magnetic field depends basically on the diameter of the

discharge chamber and intervenes for chambers 30 to 50 m in diameter

at the magnetic-field strength at which the electron cyclotron fre-

quency co is 2 - 3 times the frequency o of the high-frequency field.

A larger frequency ratio corresponds to larger diameters. Since

-,=-!._--,and ,.=2-3
m

then, expressing the generator frequency in Mc, we obbain the reso-

nance value of the magnetic-field strength in oersteds.

H-=(0,7 o I,I)f, oersteds.

The nature of power absorption by the discharge may be illus-

trated by a diagram (Fig. 2) on which the power absorption by the dis-

charge is plotted as a function of the transverse magnetic-field

strength for a frequency of 30 Mc and a pressure of 6.10-2 um Hg. The

parameter is the anode voltage of the high-frequency generator, which
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was proportional in this case to the amplitude of the high-frequency

field strength. Similar patterns are also observed for other frequen-

( cies and pressures, but the power-absorption maximum always corres-

ponds to a definite ratio.

Figure 3 shows the variation of

- -- - - - the high-frequency generator's anode

voltage as a function of magnetic field

/ &| for this same frequency with the condi-

-- tion that the power absorbed by the dis-

- charge remains constant. As will be seen

/ from the diagram, the smallest high-
W frequency field- strength amplitude that

.... maintains a given power level is re-

PI'4m , N-18Nquired at resonance. The results ob-

tained confirm those of Kuch and Neuert

5- (3] as regards the resonance field

J value. To ascertain the advantages of
St zX using an annular discharge in a trans-

Fig. 2. Power absorption
by an annular discharge as verse magnetic field6 let us examine a
a function of transverse
magnetic-field strength with diagram (Fig. 4) on which the power ab-
a frequency of 30 Nc and an
initial gas pressure of sorbed by the discharge is plotted as
1.5.10 -2 mm Hg. The para-
meter is the anode voltage a function of pressure for various fre-
of the-high-frequency gen-
erator. The discharge chain- quencies. In one case, the annular dis-
ber diameter is 50 m. 1) charge was excited without the magneticWatts; 2) f - 30 Me;

p - 1.56"10"2 mm Hg; field, while in the other case it was
excited in a transverse magnetic field.

It follows from the diagram that the transverse magnetic field increases

the power absorbed by the discharge and shifts the burning boundary of

- the discharge into a region of lower pressures.
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If for some frequency we examine diagram analogous to Fig. 3

for various pressures, the smallest high-frequency field-strength ampli-

S( ~tude that provides for maintenance of constant discharge power will

correspond to the optimum value for the frequency in question. Figure 5

represents graphically the variation of

, - optimum pressure as a function of fre-

quency. Unlike the no-field annular-

discharge optimum chamber pressure, the

transverse-field optimum diminishes with

"- increasing frequency.

Thus, when an annular discharge is

used in a transverse magnetic field, it

T~191 fis necessary to increase the frequency

I1- and amplitude of the field to increase

l t, " 3 ....- "' the power absorbed by the discharge in a

Fig. 3. Variation of anode discharge chamber with a given set of

voltage of high-frequency dimenions.
generator as a function of
transverse-magnetic field Let us consider the influence of
strength for constant values
of the power absorbed by the
discharge (48, 64, 80 watts), certain factors on the composition of

Frequency was 30 Mc. 1) 0er-steds;2) 3 . )the ion beam.

The content of monatomic ions in

the beam is determined by the specific power absorbed by the discharge

and by recombination of atomic hydrogen at the walls of the discharge

chamber. It increases with increasing specific power and decreases as

the recombination coefficient of atomic hydrogen at the discharge-cham-

ber walls rises. Examination of the possible elementary processes enables

us to assume that the basic process in formation of monatomic ions in

a high-frequency source is apparantly dissociation of hydrogen molecules

by electron impact with subsequent progressive ionization of the atomic

hydrogen.
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In other words, the atomic-
1 ,hydrogen concentration in the dis-

is. 2 Omm( 31*.11 charge chamber determines the content

of the monatomic ion component in the

beam.

w There exists for each power

level an optimum discharge-chamber

pressure, at which the content of mon-

atomic ions is at its maximum. In this

case, the components and H are ap-
5 proximately equal. The content in-

ks "cja 
3

N creases with increasing pressure, while

+
v V IV M 0 6 that of H increases with diminishing

Fig. 4. Absorption of power pressure.
by an annular discharge withban withoutar m ae fid aAs the specific power increases,and without magnetic field as

a function of initial dis-cargnchaonber pressuredfor the content of monatomic ions in thecharge-chamber pressure for

frequencies of 20, 30, 40 Mc beam also increases, but this is ac-
and a high-frequency gener-
ator anode voltage of 600v.
I) Watts; 2) 40 Mc; 3) Ua - companied by an increase in optimum

600 v; 4) with magnetic field; pressure. This behavior of the percent-
without magnetic field; 6)
mm Hg. age composition makes it possible to

establish the optimum pressure in the source on starting the acceler-

ator by mass spectrometry of the beam.

It was found in our investigation of the discharge that a rela.-

tively uniform transverse magnetic field sets up a plasma concentration

along the magnetic field; this concentration is a red from 10 to 20 ma

in diameter. Concentration of the plasma begins after the magnetic

field has reached the resonance value and is most distinctly expressed

before quenching of the discharge. The state of the discharge is highly

unstable in this mode: a samll change in the magnetic field or the amp-

litude of the high-frequency field results in its extinction.
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The second part of the pro-

2 Ject was devoted to an investiga-
1\ tion of the properties of the probe

scavenging system (Pig. 6), which

- - -has come into extensive use In de-

signs for high-frequency ion sources.

- - This system consists of a scaven-

Fig. 5. Variation of optimum ging electrode and an insulating
gas pressures in discharge cylinder a or diaphragm b. which
chamber in annular discharge c o
in transverse magnetic field
as a function of frequency of separates the scavenging electrode
high-frequency field. Chamber from the discharge plasma. The probe
diameter 50 nm. 1) mm Hg;

opt 3) Mc. is used to apply to the plasma a

positive potential with respect to

the scavenging electrode, with the

,, 1 result that the boundary of the

A * plasma shifts from the surface of
the scavenging electrode and assumes

× ! ,the form shown diagramatically in

Pig. 6. Practically all of the scav-

•L . 'enging voltage is applied between
a b

the surfaces, and this sets up an
ig. 6. Diagram of probe scaven-

ging system (a) with insulating ion-optioal system that focuses the
cylinder; (b) with insulating di-
aphragm. l) Uot s. ions into the channel of the scaven-

ging electrodes.

It might be assumed that the focusing properties of this system

depend on the propoetions between its dimensions, which are indicated

diagramatically in Fig. 7. The influence of the dimensional ratios L/d,

D/d and 1/D and the sharpness of focusing was investigated at two levels

L- of power absorbed by the discharge; the focusing criterion was the ratio
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5 6

Fig. 7. Designations adop- Pig. 8. Influence of ratio L/d on
ted for dimensions of probe fteusing sharpness If/Ik, gas flow rate
scavenging system. w, scavenging current Iota' and target

current I3. 1) W, Im/Ik; 2) Iots , m;
3) Im, ma; 4) Iota; 5) Im/Ik; 6) Im.

0 of the current Im that had passd through

the channel to the current Ik flowing to

its walls.
The influence of the channel's length-

I to-diameter ratio on sharpness of focusing

is shown in Fig. 8. To assist comprehension,
_ - - the variation of the gas flow rate W, the

scavenging current lots and the target cur-

rent I are also shown here.
S ' It follows from examination of the

Fig. 9. Sharpness of foc- curves that a relatively sharp increase in
using as a function ofratio D/d for various I. gas flow rate begins when the channel length

1) Im/Ik- is reduced to less than 4 to 3d. The sharp-

ness of focusing increases almost linearly
with diminishing L/d. Clearly, the ratio at which the channel length is
4 to 6 times its diameter will be most favorable for passage of the beam

and creation of a pressure gradient.

4" Figure 9 shows the sharpness of focusing as a function of the
ratio between the diameter of the hole in the insulating cylinder and
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the channel diameter. The predominance of the insulating cylinder is

the parameter. The shape of the curves indicates that a diameter ratio

( D/d of two is optimal. The following circumstance is worthy of atten-

tion: as the ratio D/d diminishes, the optimum scavenging voltage also

declines; this facilitates subsequent focusing of the beam considerably.

Figure 10 shows the variation of focusing sharpness as a function of

scavenging voltage for various ratios D/d. With increasing D/d, the

focusing-sharpness maximum is shifted toward higher scavenging voltages.

D/t-t

2

0 Dt a

Fig. 10. Variation of focus- ig. 11. Design of high-frequency
ing sharpness as a function ion source.
of scavenging voltage forvarious D/ d at a power of
80 watts and 1 = D. 1) Im/k
2) Uot 5 ; 3) kv.

The last important ratio, the ratio of the predominance 1 of the

insulating cylinder over the plane Efl the scavenging electrode to the

electrode diameter D - is one of the basic factors determining the foc-

4" using properties of the system. Focusing properties begin to appear at

1 - 0. SD and increase rapidly as it increases further, but the total
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current drops off sharply and the optimum scavenging voltage increases

simultaneously. The influence of 1 on the sharpness of focusing is man-

( i ifested particularily strongly in the region of optimum diameter pro-

portions: at D/d - 2, a change in 1 from 0.5D to D increases the focus-

ing sharpness by a factor of 6. The relationship 1 - D should be taken

as the upper limit of the predominance.

Thus, it is necessary to maintain certain dimensional ratios -

L/d - 4 to 6, D/d - 2 and l/D = 0.5 to 1 - in the form of probe scaven-

ging system under consideration.

It is more practicable to reduce the gas flow rate of the source

by reducing the diameter of the scavenging electrode, keeping the dimen-

sional ratios optimal.

On the basis of the results

- obtained, we designed an ion source

(Fig. 11) having the optimum pro-

portions for the scavenging-system

II dimensions and a small discharge

chamber. The source is distinguished

by the design simplicity of the dis-

charge chamber and the easily ex-

Ae I changeable scavenging system, which

makes it possible to use the same

source in operation with currents

ranging from 100 microamperes to

PIN__ 1 milliampere. The frequency of the

Fig. 12. Design variant of source high-frequency generator must be no
for EG-2.5.

lower than 40 Mc. Like the source

designed by V.M. Morozov, the focusing system has a bipolar lens, but it

differs from it in that the design provides a strong lens at the scaven-

ging system. Glass disks are used as insulators between the focusing-
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Ti

Fig. 13. External appearance of
source for EO-1.

II

Fig. 14. External appearance of
source for EG-2. 5.

system electrodes; this made it possible to reduce the dimensions of

the source. The best results obtained with three such scavenging elec-

trodes are assembled in the table.

Figure 12 shows a variant of the electrostatic-generator source

design in which the source supply is at the conductor potential. The

external appearance of two sources for the EG-2.5 and EQ-1 are shown
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in Figs. 13 and 14. A special feature of these sources is the increase

in electrode-channel length to 8d, as was necessary to reduce the ion

current to 100 - 200 microamperes with a power of about 100 watts being

absorbed by the discharge. The sources withstood a pressure of 25 atmos-

pheres excess.

TABLE 1

C al M I IL

2 1 m

.06'5- .070 0,PS 130 4 2,1 2,0 80
2. 3 .5 o,95-o. 0 0.95 126 8,3 2,7 ,. 80
3 4 2 0 0,65 .0,70 1,35 125 13 2,7 4.8 80

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 U
1) Number of scavenging electrode; 2) diameter
of scavenging electrode, mrn; 3) channel diam-
eter, me; 4) channel length, .m; 5) projection

( of insulating cylinder above electrode diam-
eter; 6) ion current, ma; 7) power absorbed by
discharge, watts; 8) gas flow rate with source
in operation, cm3/hr; 9) scavenging voltage, y;
10) scavenging current, ma; 11) content of mon-
atomic ions, %.
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ION SOURCES FOR ELECTROSTATIC GENERATORS IN COMPRESSED GAS

By Ya.M. Fogel', A.M. Markus, V.T. Tolok and Ya.I. Shvarts

GENERAL INFORMATION

The following requirements governed by the needs of various

experiments conducted with beams of accelerated particles are set

forth for the ion sources of apparatus operating by acceleration

of charged particles by a steady-voltage electric field.

1. The ion source must provide for adequate intensity of the

accelerated beam at the accelerator output.

2. The ion beam must contain as many monatomic ions as possible

in experiments with protons, deuterons, and tritons, or as many

doubly-charged helium ions as possible-with a-particles.

3. A sufficiently strong ion beam must be formed with a small

gas flow into the source.

4. The scattering with respect to energies in the ion beam must

be minor.

An electrostatic generator ion source operates in compressed

gas under conditions such that the following additional requirements

must be set forth for it:

a) long service life,

b) low powering wattage,

c) simplicity of control,

d) small dimensions of the source and Its powering system.

These requirements refer to sources operating in the continuous
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mode. For sources operating in the pulse mode, these specifications

are complemented by the following:

0 1) the shape of the pulse must be as close as possible to square;

2) the shape and amplitude must be duplicated from pulse to

pulse;

3) the pulse duration must be defined.

Three types of sources have hitherto been in use in compressed

gas in electrostatic generators: a source with a capillary arc dis-

charge, a magnetic ion source with a cold cathode (Keller and

Phillips type) and the high-frequency ion source. The capillary-

arc source operates with a hot cathode, so that it has a short

service life. This circumstance makes it extremely inconvenient for

use in field-type generators. The deficiencies of the capillary-arc

source resulted in its going out of service, beginning in the 1950's.

Newly built generators are equipped exclusively with Keller or high-

frequency sources. In generators built earlier, the arc-type sources

are gradually being replaced with sources of these two types. In

view of this, the exposition to follow will dwell only on description

of the designs and characteristics of the two sources commonly used

at the present time - the Keller source and the high-frequency source.

A comparison of the various sources may be made on the basis

of the following parameters:

1) the total ionic current;

2) the content of monatomic ions in the beam;

3) the flow of gas into the source;

4) the degree of ionization a of the gas passing through the

channel or diaphragm separating the source from the accelerating tube.

This quantity may be computed by the formula

(1)
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where

All (2 )

N and Mn are the masses of matter per unit time that have passed

through the source channel in the form of the ion beam and the flow

of neutral gas.

The quantities M. and Mn, which are expressed in mg/hr, can be

computed by the formulas

M 1 ,08 • 10on.- 1, (3)
o

where m and e are the mass and charge of the ion and I is the magni-

tude of the ion current in ma, and

M, -:- 2,25R,- PA V - '  (J4)

where D and L are the diameter and length of the channel in mm, PA is

the gas pressure in the source in units of 10- mm Hg, and p is the

molecular weight of the gas;

5) the specific supply of power

Tj = i/w, I)a/w,

where I is the total ion current and W is the supply power to the

source;

6) the service life of the source;

7) the energy scattering of the ions in the beam.

The cold-cathode magnetic ion source proposed by Penning and

Moubis [1] and improved by Lorrain [2] has been studied in detail in

a number of papers by Keller [3-5]. In the Soviet Union, the results

of detailed investigation of a source of this type were set forth in

a number of surveys by P.S. Markin. The design of the source developed

by P.S. Markin has been adopted as the standard for vertical-type

electrostatic generators and has been in successful operation for a

number of years on the generator of the VO FTI AN UkrSSR. In the USA,
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this source is employed in the design developed by Barnett, Evans and

Stier [9].

C3  The present authors made certain investigations of a magnetic

ion source on a test stand and in a horizontal-type IG-2-410 elec-

trostatic generator and published the results in [10).

A high-frequency ion source was proposed by Tonemann [11], in

1946. From then tc the present time, intensive study of this source

has continued on test-stand devices and under the real conditions of

accelerator installations. The literature list [12-29] presents only

the most detailed studies that have been devoted to this source. We

were the first to investigate the performance of a high-frequency

ion source under the conditions of the compressed-gas electrostatic

generator [21]. A high-frequency, transverse-magnetic-field ion source

operating in an ESO in compressed gas was investigated by V.M. Moro-

zov [28]. The foreign literature offers no detailed investigations

of the performance of high-frequency ion sources in SSO in compressed

gas.

Below we present certain investigations of a cold-cathode mag-

netic ion source and a high-frequency ion source that were carried

out at the FTI AN USSR in 1951-1953.

INVESTIGATION OF COLD-CATHODE MAGNETIC ION SOURCE

Description of Source

A sectional drawing of the source appears in Fig. 1. The dis-

charge chamber is a copper cylinder having an inside diameter of

34 mm, an outside diameter of 40 mm, and a height of 25 mm. An anode

in the form of a hollow cylinder is situated inside the chamber. A

ring is inserted into the center of this cylinder. The ring and

cylinder are at the same voltage and function as the anode. The anode

is secured to a copper rod, which serves as the lead-in for the anode
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voltage and is insulated from the source housing by a porcelain in-

sulator. The insulator is protected from the atomizing metal by

provision~of appropriate grooves in the side connecting piece. In

addition, the anode cylinder itself serves as an excellent screen

f or the insulator.

-II
I..

C.,

Fig. 1. Sectional drawings of ion source.

The surfaces of the pole pieces of an electromagnet having

grooves with the dimensions indicated in Keller's paper [4] serve

as the cathodes. The cathode surfaces are lined with Elektron

or magnesium. A second side tube brazed into the discharge-chamber

wall serves for installation of a manometer tube. The pipeline for

supplying gas to the discharge chamber is brazed into this connection

piece. The second pole piece has a hole 3 mm in diameter for the

emerging ion beam. The drawing electrode has a channel 30 mm long and

3 mm in diameter, the function of which is to provide a pressure drop
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between the discharge chamber and the accelerating tube. The surface

of the drawing electrode facing the emission hole is made in the

frorm or a hemisphere 12 mm in diameter. The design or the drawing
electrode provides for dismantling, so that the gaps can be varied

in the necessary range.

The focusing electrode is 5 mm from the drawing electrode and

is insulated from it by a short adapter tube cemented together from

three porcelain rings. This electrode can also be disassembled and

permits varying the corresponding distances.

All elements of the source were fabricated and subsequently

assembled in such a way as to maintain coaxiality with the highest

possible precision. Particular attention is devoted to coaxiality

of the discharge chamber and the drawing-electrode channel. The cri-

terion for proper assembly is free passage of a calibrated three-

millimeter rod.

The magnetic field is set up by an electromagnet whose shape

and dimensions can be seen from Fig. 1. This electromagnet can be

used to produce a magnetic field with strengths up to 600 oersteds

in the discharge chamber. If desired, the coil can easily be replaced

by a permanent magnet.

Hydrogen is fed into the source through a palladium filter located

inside a steel bottle containing hydrogen at a pressure of 6 atm. The

bottle contains a quantity of hydrogen such that when it is used at

a rate of 10 cm3/hr, performance of the source is guaranteed for 10

hours each day over a three-month period.

RESLTS OF EPERIMETS

The source described in the preceding section was first investi-

gated on the test apparatus whose arrangement is shown in the chapter

devoted to the high-frequency source.
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TABLE 1
Total Ion Current and Proton Content in Beam as a
Function of Gas Pressure

07
AaeHIeMt,-

.wV pV . . .

1 Rr~, .3V 5 10 J181 22 J42 62 92

3 01111i TNMK I I 115 12 82 172 1521 40__
PoUa, :. 14,5 18.6 0,5 24,8 26,6 44 48

1) Pressure, nun Hg; 2) gas flow, cm3/hr; 3) total
current, pa; 4) proton content, %.

TABLE 2

Total Ion Current as a Function of Focus-
ing-Electrode Potential

BldKYCr1ualoulce IMapIcc- 0. 0I 02,,yc pI_.__ e, nan__c..I I. ___ ,___ I ,
.IHe, 3. ....... 0 0.4 0,2

SIuO"" IIIUnTO..vaj 160 175 1184

1) Drawing voltage, key; 2) focusing volt-
age, kev; 3) total ion current, pa.

Table 1 lists data illustrating the total ion current and proton

content of the beam as functions of the gas pressure in the source

and, consequently, of the gas flow.

The data listed in Table 1 were obtained at a magnetic-field

strength of 240 oersteds and a drawing-electrode potential of 5-6 ev.

The dependence of total ionic current on the focusing-electrode

potential at a magnetic-field strength of 240 oersteds and a gas

flow of 10 cm3/hr is shown in Table 2.

(The total ion currents listed in Tables 1 and 2 were measured

after the ion beam had been accelerated to an energy of 40 key. The
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3gA

Fig. 2. Electric circuitry of ion source. 1) Tr
120/3000; 2) 120 v AC; 3) to pump.

Faraday cylinder that was used to

measure the current was situated at

a distance of one meter from the

source.

After the source had been tudied

on the test apparatus, its performance

was investigated in an IG-2-400 hor-

Fig. 3. Mounting of ion source zontal electrostatic generator. The
with adapter tube on accelerat-
ing tube of generator. electric circuitry of the source is

shown in Fig. 2. The power supply was provided by a polyphase genera-

tor with type 0-24 permanent magnets that developed an alternating

voltage of 135-150 v and a frequency of 500 cycles at 3300 rpm.

Together with the adapter tube for the focusing electrode, the

ion source was mounted on the generator's accelerating tube. In view

of its low weight, it was simply suspended from the tube (Fig. 3).

The accessory apparatus to the source was placed on an aluminum slab

secured to the column lugs by three clamps (Fig. 4).

It is necessary to regulate three elements in order to regulate
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Fig. 4. Mounting of source apparatus.

the ion-beam parameters: the heating of the palladium filter and the

drawing and focusing voltages. We regulated these elements by the

use of kapron cords and miniature motors with reducing gearing.

Over a three-month period, the source worked for a total of

300 hours without having to be taken down once. With a gas flow of

C' 8 to 10 cm3/hr, the total ion current at the accelerating-tube output

was 130-140 Pa. Focusing of the beam was satisfactory (the diameter

of the luminescent spot on the quartz screen was 3-5 mm). A 5-pa

proton current can be obtained after the magnetic analyzer at the

tube outlet.

INVESTIGATION OF HIGH-FREQUENCY ION SOURCE

Description of Experimental Apparatus

In selecting a high-frequency source for installation in the

electrostatic generator, we settled on the source proposed by Tone-

mann (14], introducing certain modifications into its design. A sec-

tion of the high-frequency source that we used appears in Fig. 5. The

source housing 1 was fabricated from pyrex or quartz. The housing

diameter is 30 rn and its length is 200 mm. The plate for applying

the drawing potential to the source is the 1-mm tungsten wire 2, which
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is sealed directly into the glass

when a pyrex bottle is used, and, in

the case of the quartz bottle, is

welded to a molybdenum strip fused

through the quartz. The neck 3 is

20 mm long and 12 mm in diameter. Its

" 1 purpose is to reduce the flow of hydro-

#= gen molecules formed as a result of

recombination at the surface of the

anode into the discharge space.

The cathode 4 is a copper cylinder

with a duralumin terminal piece 5,

N into which a channel is drilled to

set up a pressure gradient between the
Fig. 5. Construction of high-
frequency ion source. 1) Hous- discharge space and the space for
ing; 2) anode; 3) neck; 4)
cathode; 5) cathode terminal focusing and accelerating the beam.
piece; 6) screen; 7) source
flange; 8) upper flange; 9) The end of the duralumin cathode
bellows; 10) adJusting screws;
11) nipple; 12) tube; 13) adapter is inside the glass screen 6,
focusing electrode; 14) gasket;
15) flange. which has a 6-mm inside diameter. The
outside diameter of the adapter is 5 mm.

The cathode is screwed into the lower source flange 7. The

source housing is sealed at the upper source flange by a rubber gasket

and a pressure ring. The gasketing technique is shown in Fig. 6.

The upper and lower flanges of the source are connected to one

another by the bellows 9. The bellows and the three screws 10 are

used to regulate the position of the cathode adapter relative to the

screen 6, a factor of great importance. Hydrogen is admitted to the

L |source through the nipple 11 in the upper source flange. At its lower

flange, the source is seated on the flange of the small tube 12,
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Fig. 6. Method of sealing source
housing at upper flange. 1) Diam-
eter 6 (mm].

x 17

Fig. 7. Diagram of test apparatus. 1) High-fre-
quency source; 2) energizing circuit; 3) high-
frequency generator; 4) screen; 5) cathode with
channel; 6) focusing lens; 7) accelerating tube;
8) chamber; 9) corrector; 10, 12) Faraday cylin-
ders; 11) magnetic analyzer; 13) palladium fil-
ter; 14) Instrument for measuring hydrogen flow
rate; 15) flask with hydrogen; 16) LT-2 tube;
17) LM-2 tube.

which consists of three porcelain rings and serves as a mount for the

focusing electrode 13. Figure 5 shows the adaptation of the entire

source system to the flange 15 of the accelerating tube.

During operation, a small fan must be used to blow air over the

source bottle.

We studied the performance of the high-frequency source on the

test apparatus shown in Fig. 7. This apparatus can be used to deter-

mine the total ion current, the proton content in the beam, and the
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hydrogen flow rate into the source, as well as for visual observation

of beam focusing.

C The electric ciroiit powering the high-frequency source is shown

in Fig. 8. An electrodeless discharge was excited in the source by

the high-frequency electric field of a coil consisting of four turns

of copper tubing 6 mm in diameter. Together with the 30-Wifd capacitor

C1 and the trimmer capacitor C2 , which were connected to it, the coil

L1 forms a tank circuit that is inductively coupled with the coil L2

(8 turns of six-millimeter copper tubing) of the high-frequency oscilla-

tor's tank circuit. After testing several types of high-frequency

oscillators, we settled on the oscillator whose circuit is represented

in Fig. 8.

This generator is built push-pull around two OI-6-B cermet tubes

and is self-exciting. Its wavelength is 15 m. The r.m.s. power in the

generator circuit is 150-170 watts. The coil L3 in the grid circuit

consists of five turns of three-millimeter copper wire.

The primary windings of all transformers in the source's supply

circuit were fed from a 250-watt, 500-cycle G-24 rotary-magnet poly-

phase generator. The generator was driven by a motor which was in-

sulated from the generator by a nonconducting V-belt.

Figures 9, 10, and 11 show the test apparatus, the high-frequency

source, and the high-frequency oscillator.

RESULTS OF INVESTIGATION OF HIGH-FREQUDICY SOURCE ON TEST APPARATUS

The ion current from a high-frequency ion source as measured by

a Faraday cylinder [10] depends (Fig. 7) on:

a) the position of the cylindrical part of the cathode relative

to the screen 6 (Fig. 5);

b) the distance of the coil L1 from the cathode;

c) the hydrogen pressure in the source (or, what is the same
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thing, the hydrogen flow admitted into the source);

d) the diameter and length of the channel in the cathode;

0a) the magnitude of the drawing and focusing voltage;

f) the magnitude of the r.m.s, power in the coil LI.

Ii

-1 npu = r ---- --Vi'
~'3 P P-C, '"'r,-

T1 'I E)
Fig. 8. Electric circuitry powering
high-frequency source. 1) High-fre-
quency oscillator; 2) diodes; 3) trans-
formers; 4) G-24.

The composition of the beam depends on the r.m.s. power in the

coil L1, the latter's distance from the cathode, the hydrogen pres-

sure in the source, and the material of the bottle walls.

An important factor determining the magnitude of the total ion

current is the position of the cylindrical section of the cathode with

respect to the screen. This is not surprising, since the boundary

separating the undisturbed plasma from the region of the space charge,

the screen, and the face surface of the cathode form an ionic lens

that focuses the beam into the cathode channel. Optimum conditions

for passage of the beam through the cathode channel prevail when the
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Fig. 9. Test apparatus.

IL

I

Pig. 10. High-frequency source. Fig. 11. High-frequency generator.

cathode and screen are rigorously coaxial and when the cathode face

plane is at a certain specific distance from the edge of the screen.

Normally, the optimum value of this distance is close to the diameter

of the channel in the cathode.

It should be noted that if conditions are not adjusted to optimum

in the drawing zone, and this situation is characterized by a large

discharge current, severe heating of the screen edge (and, if it is

made of glass, even melting of the screen) are possibilities; they re-
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Fig. 12. Total ion current as Fig. 13. Total ion current .as a
a function of distance between function of drawing voltage.
edge of coil L1 and edge of 1) pa; 2) Uv; 3) kv.
cathode. 1) ipa; 2) mam.

I- sult in the source being put out of commission. It follows from this

that selection of optimum conditions for drawing ions from the plasma

of the high-frequency discharge is extremely important. Only as a re-

sult of such selection will the source design provide the possibility

of adjusting the position of the cathode with respect to the screen

without breaking the vacuum.

Recently, coaxiality between the screen and the cathode channel

has been secured by mounting the cathode rigidly and pressing a

calibrated quartz tube over it to center the screen mount in the

source bottle [17-25]. Such rigid mounting is quite convenient, but

requires extremely careful finishing of the surfaces and calibration

of all holes in the cathode, quartz tube, and screen and, in the case

of unsuccessful fitting, does not offer a possibility of subsequent

adjustment during operation.

The total ion current is shown in Fig. 12 as a function of d

(d is the distance between the edge of the coil L, and the edge of

the cathode); the lower curve is for D = 2 mm and L = 22.5 mm, while

the upper curve is for D = 3 mm and L = 22.5 mm (D and L are the
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diameter and length of the channel in the cathode).

A typical curve illustrating the total ion current as a function

() of drawing voltage is shown in Fig. 13.

The total ion current and the beam composition will be seen from

the corresponding curves in Pig. 14 as functions of hydrogen pressure.

Figure 15 shows curves of total ion current, discharge current,

and the coefficient 'i as functions of hydrogen flow rate. These curves

were obtained for a channel with D = 3 mm and h = 22.5 mum.

Examination of the curves shown in Figs. 14 and 15 permits us to

draw the following conclusions:

1) as the hydrogen flow rate increases, the total ion current

passes through a maximum, while the discharge current increases mono-

tonically;

2) in this same flow-rate range, the current of I ions passes

through a shallow maximum, the current of 4 ions diminishes mono-
Ltonically, and that of e, ions increases monotonically.

3

1 2 3

o 0

~.~KIJ I

1 - 40/ N,
Z eSJ49f; -M 7410

- -- ----------- 

Fig. 14. Total ion current and Fig. 15. Total ion current, dis-
beam composition as functions of charge current, and coefficient
hydrogen pressure. 1) pa; 2) n as functions of hydrogen flow

L cm3/hr; 3) mm Hg. rate. 1) Pa; 2) Ir; 3) ma; 4)
cm /hr; 5) nun Hg.
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TABLE 3
Working Current as Function of Channel
Diameter

IIPOTOHOB 8, flOTOK, HIAA 11070K,
IlyqKe% eml/E CA3/ti

13 3 375 29 68 36 29,5
14 3 320 .2720 65 34 27
18 2.6 G00 400 77 322
20 2 320 200) 55 20R
21~ 2 3.30 50 76 20 13Is. 2 4'A " 250 65 20 13
2"2 2 2-50 200 70 20 13
23 -1.2 . ;90 ... 30 65 21 13,

1) Source No.; 2) channel diameter, mn;
3 maximum ion current, pa; 4) working
ion current, Pa; 5) proton conten3 in
beam, %; 6) working flow rate, cm/hr;
7) minimum flow rate, cm3/hr.

The continuous increase in discharge current with increasing

hydrogen flow rate indicates an increase in the ion concentration in

the discharge plasma. The drop observed in the total ionic current

is apparently to be accounted for in terms of Ion-recharging processes

in the channel at high flow rates, the result of which is that an

excessive increase of ion concentration in the plasma is countered by

a decrease in the number of ions in the ion beam as a result of their

recharging in the channel.

The curve shape of Fig. 14 is also observed with other channel

diameters, the maximum of the total ionic current shifting toward

smaller flow rates with smaller channel diameters.

In an attempt to produce the smallest possible working flow rates,

we reduced the channel diameter. It would be expected that the working

hydrogen current would be reduced, together with the total ionic cur-

rent, by a reduction in channel diameter. However, as will be seen

4from Table 3, the working current was reduced on the reduction in chan-

nel diameter, but the total ion current not only did not decrease, but
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even increased. Thie is accounted for by the fact that the electric

field focusing the ions into the channel is an extremely important

Cfactor. In the case of the reduced-diameter channel, this field was
apparently somewhat better matched than in the case of cathodes with

larger-diameter channels.

The absence of a heated cathode in the high-frequency ion source

enables us to express the hope that its service life will be found

quite long. If we disregard the various types of accidental factors,

the only effect that might lead to deterioration of the source's

performance is cathode sputtering.

Cathode sputtering may be found undesirable for two reasons: a)

deposition of the expelled particles on the walls of the bulb may re-

sult in an increase in the atomic-hydrogen recombination factor at

the walls, and this may have as a consequence a reduction in the

number of monatomic ions in the discharge and the beam; b) damage

to the surface of the cathode and distortion of its shape may result

in deterioration of focusing conditions in the drawing zone and in

a drop in ion current.

It should be noted first of all that the rate of cathode

atomization depends essentially both on the material of the cathode

and on the source's mode of operation.

In our working experience, there were sometimes no traces of

cathode atomization in a source that had been working for over 70

hours, while in other cases severe cathode sputtering accompanied by

deposition of a metal layer on the source walls was observed even

after a few hours of work.

The best materials for the cathode are aluminum and magnesium

*alloys, and Elektron in particular. The oxide film that forms on the

surfaces of these alloys is extremely stable with respect to cathode
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sputter.

Since the rate of cathode atomization increases with the speed

( ) of the ions bombarding the cathode, it is desirable to work at the

smallest possible drawing voltages, consistent, of course, with the

necessary ion-current value.

The rate of cathode atomization also increases with increasing

mass of the ion. This circumstance must be taken into account in

breaking the source in. What happens here is that during the first

few hours of operation of the source, its walls evolve considerable

quantities of gases. During this stage of the discharge, the plasma

contains a considerable number of heavy ions (nitrogen, oxygen, and

water-vapor ions and ions of various hydrocarbons), as indicated by

data from mass analysis and the presence of banded emission spectra

in the emission spectrum of the discharge. In this stage of the

breaking-in period, the intensity of the Balmer-series spectral lines

(2 of hydrogen is low, and the discharge is pale pink in color. After a

few hours of discharge breaking-in, the color of the discharge becomes

bright red and the band spectrum fades considerably, while the in-

tensity of the Balmer-series lines rises and mass analysis gives 70%

of ions in the ion beam.

While the walls of the source are being broken in by the high-

frequency discharge, the drawing voltage should not be applied to them,

since bombardment of the cathode by heavy ions of the gases liberated

from the walls may result in severe sputtering of the cathode. However,

even after elimination of the gas from the source walls, the drawing

voltage must be applied with a certain amount of caution, beginning

with low drawing voltages and gradually eliminating the gases from

the cathode and anode of the source.

The experience at our disposal indicates that deposition of
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atomized metal particles on the source walls in the zone of intense

high-frequency discharge, i.e., in the region of the walls inside the

Oenergizing coil, does not take place. The metal settles on the walls
in regions adjoining the zone of intense high-frequency discharge,

where the presence of a metallic layer on the walls does not affect

either the ion current or the content of monatomic ions in the beam.

It was noted that as the thickness of the atomized-metal de-

posit on the source walls increases, there is a progressive increase

in the working gas flow rate into the source and a certain instability

of the current appears.

As concerns damage to the cathode surface as a result of sputter-

ing, this effect was not observed in the overwhelming majority of

sources that we investigated in the course of several hours' operation.

Only in two sources operating in forced modes (large discharge current,

large drawing voltage) was a shallow crater observed on the cathode

Cli surface near the entry into the channel. However, we were unable to

note any influence of this crater on the performance of the source.

Some of the sources that we studied were put out of commission

by melting of the screen. It should be noted on the one hand that

this type of melting takes place when focusing conditions in the draw-

ing zone are poor and, on the other hand, that it was observed only

in sources with pyrex bulbs. In sealed generators, in which long service

life of the source is extremely important, quartz bulbs should be

used; melting of the screen was never observed in these sources.

W, did not measure the energy scattering of the ions in the beam

of the high-frequency source, since such measurements had already

been made by Tonemann [14], Neuert [16], and Goodwin [23]. These meas-

urements indicated that the scattering of the ions at a drawing volt-

age from 3 to 5 kv does not exceed a few tens of volts.
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Using the test apparatus, we studied the performance of 40

specimen high-frequency ion sources, taking a large number of meas-

urements. The results of this study enable us to draw the following

conclusions:

1. In the steady-state working mode, which can be maintained

throughout the working day, the ion source produces ion currents of

250-300 a with a hydrogen flow of 20-25 cm3/hr. In a more heavily

forced but also stable mode, ion currents of 600-700 pa were obtained

with the same hydrogen flow rate.

2. A 60-70% proton content in the beam is reached after a brief

running- in period.

3. The results indicated above are obtained with a drawn power

of the order of 250-300 watts.

4. Our results indicated the possibility and expediency of setting

up the high-frequency ion source in an electrostatic generator under

pressure.

Results of Investigation of Performance of High-Frequency Source in
juectrostatlc Generator Under Pressure

After the high-frequency source had been studied on the test

apparatus, it was installed in compressed gas in a horizontal type

IG-2-410 electrostatic generator.

The electric circuitry of the source power supply is shown in

Fig. 16. It differs from the corresponding circuit on the test apparatus

in that the source is powered from two type G-24 generators, thereby

eliminating a slight overload observed on the single generator in

operation with the test apparatus. In addition, the relay E has been

added to the circuit; its function is to cut in the plate voltage of

the high-frequency oscillator when a certain time interval (of the

{.. order of two minutes) has elapsed after the heat has been thrown into

the cathodes of the GI-6-B tubes.
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The installation of the source and its power circuit under the

conductor of the IG-2 generator are shown in Figs. 17, 18, and 19.

0) With the source operating under the conductor, four control

elements were adjusted from outside: the hydrogen flow rate into the

source, the resonance tuning of the circuit exciting the discharge,

and the drawing and focusing voltages. All of these elements were

regulated by means of kapron cords and miniature motors with reducing

gear boxes.

The control system that we adopted required a certain procedure

in switching the source on.

1. Before the motor is switched on, the bands of the variac Di

in the drawing-voltage circuit are pulled out of their zero position;

as a result, the contacts p open, the coil circuit of relay E is

broken, and, when the conveyor belt is set in motion, the plate-

voltage circuit of the high-frequency oscillator is not closed.

2. Setting the conveyor belt in motion switches on the heat to

the tube cathodes and the palladium filter.

3. After two minutes, when the tube cathodes have had time to

warm up and the hydrogen flow has reached a rate of 20-25 cm3/hr,

the variac D. is pulled to zero, the contact p makes and operates

the relay E, which closes two contacts simultaneously: the first

transmits the plate voltage, while the second shorts the contact p,

so that in subsequent adjustment of the drawing voltage, the plate

voltage will remain switched on.

Discharge does not always begin at normal gas flow rate when the

high-frequency oscillator is switched on. A mirror in the conductor

and a periscope system at the control panel make it possible to ob-

serve the glow in a neon tube that fires when the high-frequency field

appears in the energizing coil, as well as the discharge light in the
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- -" .. source bulb, If the neon lamp lights

up, but the discharge glow is not seen,

(9 the hydrogen flow into the source is

increased until the discharge isF --_i :P. initiated. Then the flow is reduced

to its normal value.I 4 I,,,A', Ii ,
Z4 4. The discharge is adjusted to

maximum intensity by tuning the

Al" energizing conductor to resonance.

____ z4 5. The drawing voltage is switched

on. The discharge current is monitored

on a milliammeter through an inspectionPig. 16. Electric circuit
powering ion source. 1) High- window.
frequency generator' 2) trans-
former; 3) choke; 45 G-24. 6. The focusing voltage is switched

on.

Fig. 17. Installation of high-voltage

source.

All these operations require 3-5 minutes, after which the voltage

may be fed to the accelerating tube of the electrostatic generator.

An ion source that had previously been thoroughly tested on the

test unit was selected for installation in the electrostatic genera-
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Fig. 18. Installation of power cir-
cuit to high-frequency source under
conductor of 10-2 generator.

Fig. 19. General appearance of high-
frequency source.

TABLE 14
Characteristics of Generator Ion Source

2 Cocan n yxa% %
HOIAa 70K. IlOTOK EOAOPO-

1 SCH,+ H29  H&+T5 wem As- CJ68I

6W0 C6,5 15 r, I 15,5 1 2,5 23

*1) Ion current, pa; 2) beam c omposition, %;
_ 3) heavy ions; 14) hydrogen flow, cm'V/hr.
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tor. Table 4 presents the basic characteristics of this source.

The source and all elements of its power system were first

( tested in a pressure chamber under a 16-atmosphere pressure.

To measure the total ion current of the accelerated beam, we

secured an attachment with a Faraday cylinder 1 (Fig. 20) 50 mm deep

and 20 nun in diameter to the exit from the accelerating tube of the

generator. The bottom of the Faraday cylinder was cooled with running

water. To suppress secondary emission, a 500-v negative potential

was applied to the cylinder 2, which was 20 mm in diameter and 20 mm

long. The beam entered the Faraday cylinder through the water-cooled

diaphragm 3, which was 18 mm in diameter. To determine the position

of the beam and study its focusing, the quartz screen 4, which was

equipped with crosshairs, was set up before the diaphragm. The screen

was watched through the inspection window 8 with the aid of the mirror

9.

, '
B

ion current. 1) Faraday cylinder; 2) cy-
linder; 3) diahragm; 4) quartz screen;

5) diaphragm; 6) guard cylinder; 7) Fara-
day cylinder; 8) inspection window; 9)
mirror. A) Ion beam; B) water.

The results of ion-current measurements made with various gene-

rator voltages are shown in Table 5.

The decrease in ion current with increasing generator voltage is
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TABLE 5
Results of Ion-Current Measurement at
Various Generator-Voltage Levels

To, 2 ToK 3 ToU 1anRrneuH AaUeuue

UPHAKHp , | uOUetpa. KOpOHM, TOM, reeepatopa, a KOTA*,

Alga Afca Axia' juca go avri

.500 30 40 300 600 4,3
460 33 52 2a") 700 4,3
480 38 125 200 800 6,
480 49 130 160 1000 6,0

. . ..

1) Charging current, pa; 2) potentiometer
current, La; 3) corona current, pa;* 4)
ion current, pa; 5) generator voltage, kv;
6) pressure in boiler, atmospheres.

TABLE 6
Data from Analysis of Beam as Obtained
with Magnetic Corrector

COCTSDnjqya. M1C4 COCT88 Hy-IKa. %1~1j 1~ "2 I~ +Hanpavre-

T)Keble + TQECJMe HHC renepa-

tg H3 OH 2H12OHM TOPS. Ke

14: W I 0: 5.5 67,2 16,4I 14 1 I 700142,0 35 27 5 2 66,7 17,9 14:1 1,3 700

1) Beam composition (sic], pa; 2) heavy
ions; 3) generator voltage, kv.

accounted for by deteriorating beam focusing. While it was still pos-

sible to focus the beam onto a spot 5-6 mm in diameter with an ex-

tremely weak aureole at voltages below 800 kv, focusing deteriorated

considerably when the voltage was raised to 1 Mv: the central spot

expanded and lost intensity, and the intensity of the aureole increased.

To improve focusing at high voltages, we modified the focusing

lens as shown in Fig. 21. This change improved focusing considerably

over the entire range of generator voltages.

At voltages below 800 kv, the beam is easily focused into a spot

2 to 2.5 mm in diameter. At voltages of the order of I Mv, focusing
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deteriorated, but remained satis-

factory (central-spot diameter of

beam 5 to 6 mm).
To determine the composition of

the beam, we employed a double mag-

netic corrector taking the form of

_ two rigidly secured electromagnets

.. capable of rotating about the tube
which served as part of the vacuum

line at the output of the accelerating

tube. Additional internal pole pieces

Fig. 21. Design of focusing were set up on rollers inside the tube;
lens.

these could be turned by the magnetic

coupling between them and the external magnetic circuit of the elec-

tromagnet. Only one of the corrector electromagnets was used in

analyzing the beam. A diagram of the device that we used to determine

beam composition is shown in Fig. 22. The magnetic corrector 1 directs

I

Fig. 22. Diagram of device for deter-
mining composition of beam. 1) Mag-
netic corrector; 2-3) walls of vacuum
chamber; 4) chamber; 5) diaphragm;
6) guard cylinder; 7) Faraday cylinder;

grounded housing; 9) screen. A) Ion
beam.

the deflected beam into the chamber 4. The axis of the measurement

system was shifted 10 cm relative to the direction of the undeflected
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beam. Basically, the measurement system was the same as that used in

measuring total ion current (diaphragm 5, guard cylinder 6, Faraday

C) cylinder 7). Water cooling was not used, since the Faraday cylinder

was made from molybdenum. The only essential difference was the fact

that the entire system was encased by the grounded housing 8, which

served to protect the Faraday cylinder from access of secondary elec-

trons dislodged from the chamber walls. The hole in the housing served

as the diaphragm. The entire measurement system was secured to a shaft

passing through the bottom of the tube. The entire system could be

moved aside by turning it to permit study of beam focusing on the

screen 9.

Typical data from beam analysis using the above device are listed

in Table 6.

In isolated measurements, the proton current ran as high as

150 pa.

(' The flow rate of hydrogen into the source was 20-25 cm3/hr during

the measurements. The pressure at the accelerating-tube outlet with

the source in operation and with voltage applied to the tube was 6.5

to 7.5.10-6 mm Hg.

This source, with which all experiments on the electrostatic

generator were run, operated about 250 hours without showing any

deterioration of its characteristics.

Our attention is drawn to the fact that a tube with a uniform

field passes a rather well-focused ion beam with a current value as

high as 300 pa, while a current of the order of 30 pa passed through

the potentiometer.

The results of the present study indicate that

1) the high-frequency ion source can work without trouble for a

long time under the conditions of a compressed-gas electrostatic genera-
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tor;

2) the use of a high-frequency ion source in the type IG-2-410

() electrostatic generator with a uniform-field accelerating tube makes

it possible to obtain ion currents up to 300 pa at the generator out-

put with voltages below 1 Mv, together with a proton content of 65%

in the ion beam, i.e., proton currents up to 200 pA.
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63 Br - VTG (riot identified]

63 OTM All YCCP -FTI AN USSR F iziko-Tekhnicheskiy Institut

Akademii Nauk Ukrainskoy SSR = Physical-Technical

Institute Acad. Sci. Ukrainian SSR

63 acr - ESO = elektrostaticheskiy generator -electrostatic

generator

67 Tp -Tr -transformator -transformer
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SOURCE OF NEGATIVE HYDROGEN IONS FOR AN OVERCHARGING

ELECTROSTATIC GENERATOR

By Ya.M. Fogel', L.I. Krupnik, A.G. Koval', and A.D. Timofeyev

INTRODUCTION

The models of negative-hydrogen-ion sources to be described in

the present paper are based on the phenomenon in which positive hydro-

gen ions are converted into negative ions on passage through a super-

sonic Jet of mercury vapor (mercury-Jet target). Studies (1, 2], which

were carried out earlier in our laboratory and devoted to study of

the properties of the supersonic mercury-vapor Jet in a vacuum and

an investigation of the phenomenon in which positive hydrogen ions

were converted into negative ions in this Jet, made it possible to

approach practical realization of a negative-hydrogen-ion source based

on this phenomenon. Tht basic application in mind in designing this

source was its use as a negative-ion injector for an overcharging

electrostatic generator. The first model of the injector was designed

and built in 1955. Study of this model's characteristics had been

basically completed by the end of 1955. On the basis of this investi-

gation, we designed and, by the end of 1956, had built and installed

a second model of the injector with a new ion-optical system. Tests of

this model had been completed by 1 May 1957.

After familiarizing ourselves with the negative-ion source of

Weinman and Cameron [3] (University of Wisconsin), we designed a

third injector model. A number of units of this model (positive-ion
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source, focusing lens) represent copies of the Weinman-Camoron source.

However, we introduced an essential modification in replacing the

continuous-flow gaseous target with a vapor-Jet target. In this way,

we eliminated the necessity of evacuating the source with a high-

capacity pump.

FIRST INJECTOR MODEL

Description of Apparatus

Figure 1 shows the construction of the first model of the nega-

tive-hydrogen-ion injector. A beam of positive hydrogen ions is created

with the aid of an ion gun consisting of the ion source 1 (Fig. 1

shows a cold-cathode Keller-type source), an ion lens 2, and an ac-

celerating tube 3. The ion gun is secured to the flat ground-in Joint

4, which makes it possible to shift the ion beam in two mutually per-

pendicular directions. Thereafter, the ion beam enters the chamber

of the electrostatic corrector 5. This chamber houses a pair of crossed

Lplate capacitors that make it possible to deflect the ion beam in two

mutually perpendicular directions. The corrector chamber has an in-

spection window 6, through which it is possible to observe the ion

beam by the luminescence that it excites in the residual gas.

t I

Fig. 1. Construction of negative-ion injector
(first model).
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Before striking the vapor'-Jet target, the beam passes through a

9-mm diaphragm 7, and the amerage of the beam is measured by the

5magnetically controlled Faraday cylinder 9. Secondary electron emis-
sion from the Faraday cylinder and from the edges of the diaphragm

is suppressed by applying a negative potential (- 300 v) to the

cylinder 8. The beam enters the supersonic-Jet chamber 10 through

the entry channel 11, which is 9 mm in diameter and 30 mm long, and

exits from it through channel 12, which is 16 ion in diameter and 40 mm

long. The beam diameter can be estimated directly before the entry

into the supersonic-Jet channel by means of a retractable quartz

screen that is visible through the inspection window 13. The axis of

the entry and exit channels is at a distance of 6 mm from the exit

section of the Laval nozzle. The chamber for the vapor-Jet target

(Figs. 2 and 3) is described in greater detail in Reference (2].

The ion beam passes through the supersonic mercury-vapor Jet

and undergoes a certain amount of scattering in the process. The scat-

tered beam is focused by the magnetic lens 14. After passage of [sic]

the supersonic stream through (sic] the chamber and the magnetic lens,

the beam intensity may be measured with the Faraday cylinder 15. The

sharpness with which the beam is focused before entry into the magnetic

analyzer 17 may be observed through the inspection window 16. A mag-

netic analyzer with a radius of 20 cm for the average beam trajectory

and a deflection angle of 900 is used to separate a negative-ion

beam from the beam that has been transformed on passage of the positive

hydrogen ions through the supersonic stream of mercury vapor. In addi-

tion, the magnetic analyzer separates the beam of negative hydrogen

ions from the beam of mercury atoms that has escaped through the channel

12 of the supersonic-Jet chamber. Following rectilinear trajectories,

the mercury atoms pass through the side arm 18, which is brazed into
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Fig. 2. General appearance of apparatus.

the side wall of the magnetic-analyzer chamber, and condense on the

wall of the glass trap 19, which is filled with liquid air. The

Faraday cylinder 20 enables us to measure the intensity of the un-

deflected beam after passage through the sleeve 18. The beam diameter

can be estimated by observing the luminescence of the quartz screen

K through the inspection window 21.

The intensity of the negative-hydrogen-ion beam is measured with

the Faraday cylinder 22. The diameter of the beam before entry into

the Faraday cylinder may be observed on the quartz screen through

the inspection window 23. To permit study of the current and cur-

rent-density distribution over the section of the negative-ion beam,

an externally controlled iris diaphragm (not shown in Fig. 1) is set

up in front of the Faraday cylinder. The diameter of the diaphragm

can be varied from 3 to 22 mm.

The injector is evacuated by a pump set consisting of type M4-1000,

4-40 and VN-461 pumps through the branch pipe 24, which is connected

directly to the M-1000 pump. To increase the rate of evacuation from

the corrector space, accelerating tube, and magnetic-analyzer chamber,

these spaces are connected to the side arm 24 by the bypass tubes 25
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Fig. 4. Magnetic ion source of Keller type withcold cathode.

and 26.

Together with the evacuation system, the injector is mounted on

a special stand welded together from angle iron. The dimensions of

the apparatus will be seen from Fig. 3, which shows a drawing of the

source.

The general appearance of the entire apparatus is shown in Fig. 2.

The apparatus of the system supplying the source with negative

ions is situated in a special desk that is insulated from the ground

by four isolite cylinders 12 (see Fig. 3).

INVESTIGATION OF CHARACTEISTICS OF FIRST INJECTOR MODEL

Negative-Ion Spectrum

Experiments were carried out on the first model of the negative-
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ion injector with three different sources in the ion gun: Keller (4]

and Barnett-Evans-Stier [5) cold-cathode magnetic ion sources (sec-

tional drawings of these sources appear in Figs. 4 and 5) and a

Reifenschweiler [6] high-voltage source (Fig. 6). An oil-vapor target

was used in addition to the mercury-vapor target for conversion of

positive into negative ions. The investigation of the oil-vapor tar-

get was described in Reference [7]. The relative contents of I 4
and id ions in the ion beams of these sources are different. Cold-

3
cathode sources produce a beam in which the number of 4 ions is
largest; thus, for example, the Keller source produces a beam con-

taining 90% of 4 ions, while the source of Barnett et al produces a

beam with 80% of 4 ions. Usually, protons predominate in the beam
of the high-frequency ion source (60-70% 1I).

In the injector described here, a beam of positive hydrogen ions

that have not been resolved with respect to mass enters the vapor-

* jet target. As a result of this, molecular ions of hydrogen (12 and

g3) can dissociate into atomic particles, some of which can capture

electrons to become negative hydrogen ions. As follows from the laws

of conservation of energy and impulse, these negative hydrogen ions

have an energy equal to one-half and one-third of the energy of the

negative hydrogen ions arising from the transformation HI 1q

Figure 6 shows the negative-hydrogen-ion spectrum obtained with

the injector's magnetic analyzer during passage of a beam of positive

ions from a Keller source through a mercury-vapor target. As will be

seen from this figure, three peaks are observed in the negative-ion

spectrum: here, the magnetic-field strengths at the maxima of these

peaks satisfy the relationship H 2 :H:H = 1 1, i.e., the relation-

ship E1 :E2 :E3 = ..:1 prevails for particles with identical values of

* E2/m. The peak of the ions with energies E/2 that have arisen from the
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Fig. 5. Ivans-Stier-Banett magnetic Ion source.
1) POS-30 for vacuum.

transformation I-r is much higher than the peaks with the energies

B and 9/3, as is readily understood, since the beam of ions from the

Keller source consists basically of i ions.

The high-frequency source was capable of operating in two modes:

in the normal mode, the hydrogen-ion beam contains 60-70% of protons.

When the source was fed hydrogen containing impurities, the beam con-
tainued 70-80% of id3 ions.

Figure 8 shows the spectrum of negative hydrogen ions obtained

on passage of the beam from the high-frequency ion source operating
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Pig. 6. Reifenschweiler high-frequency source.
1' Steel; 2')organic glass; 3) pyrex; 1&) brass;

CM'

5) quartz; 6)Elektron; 7) vacuum rubber.

in the normal mode through a jet or vapor from type D1-A vaseline

oil. The spectrum of negative ions in the mode with an elevated con-

tent of 3ions (below 70%) is shown in Fig. 9 for passage through

a mercury jet. As will be seen from these figures, the largest numbers

~of negative ions are obtained from the transformation 1H - I. Thus,

3

the spectra that we show here indicate that from the viewpoint of pro-

* ducing intense negative-ion beams, the transformation processes
-* "I F and i 6.I are more effective, so that we subsequently con-

centrated our attention on study of these processes.

Conversion Coefficient

A quantity which characterizes the effectiveness with which posi-

f tive ions h arve been transformed into negative ions in a given target
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Fig. 7. Spectrum of negative- Fig. 8. Spectrum of negative
hydrogen ions as obtained with hydrogen ions obtained on pass-
injector magnetic analyzer on age of beam of positive ions
passage of beam of positive ions through stream of vapor from
from Keller source through mer- type DI-A vaseline oil with
cury target. 1) ga; 2) ma; 3) amp. source operating in normal mode.

1) pa; 2) amp.

' 1

is the conversion coefficient, which

V - -is defined as the ratio of the number

of negative ions in the beam after

traversing the target to the number

f - of positive ions that struck the tar-

get. As the thickness of the material

through which the beam passes is In-
- creased, the coefficient of conversion

Fig. 9. Spectrum of negative of positive into negative ions in-
hydrogen ions in mode with
elevated content of it ions in creases until an equilibrium composi-

-passage through mercury Jet. tion has been reached in the beam after
) Ia; 2) amp.

the target. On reaching a certain target

thickness corresponding to the equilibrium composition of the post-

target beam, the negative-ion content in it shows its maximum value.

Let us denote this coefficient by (/+ad)a. Remembering that
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a (I+ I0 + I+ + + I)prosh (z is the ordinal number of

the ion), the coefficient of conversion of positive into negative

ions may be expressed as

+ + •+lIh+-I
-I

Proceeding from these definitions, we may measure the conversion

coefficient in either of two ways: 1) by measuring the current of the

incident positive-ion beam and the current of the negative component

in the beam after the target; 2) by measuring the intensities of all

charged components in the beam after the target.

In measuring the conversion coefficient by the first method, it

is extremely important that all negative ions that have been formed

in the target be focused into the negative-beam receiver. However, the

charged particles of the beam are oubject to multiple scattering and

energy losses on passage through the target. The average scattering

, angle and energy losses increase with increasing thickness of the

target.

These factors, together with certain others (the initial diver-

gence of the beam, the attenuation of the beam as a result of colli-

sions of the ions with residual-gas molecules, etc.) have as a conse-

quence that a number of ions smaller than the number formed in the

material enter the negative-ion receiver. In this case, the conversion

process is characterized by the real conversion coefficient (I_/+ad)*,

which depends on the specific experimental conditions. We shall hence-

forth cite values of the real conversion coefficient as measured by

the first method.

With the objective of ascertaining the optimum conditions for the

+ -+conversion H2 - H, we studied the conversion coefficient as a function

of the vapor temperature in the boiler, i.e., as a function of the

jet thickness. We used Keller and Evans-Barnett-Stier sources to study
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this conversion, since the ion beams of these sources consist almost

entirely of 4 ions.

Figure 10 shows curves of the conversion coefficient as a func-

tion of boiler temperature for various energies in the positive-ion

beam. These data were obtained using the Keller-type source.

As will be seen from Fig. 10, the largest conversion coefficient

(2.2%) occurs at a boiler temperature of .160 0 C (jet thickness

l.-l015 atoms/cm2) and at an &-ion energy of 29.6 key. The presence

of a maximum on the curves of Fig. 10 indicates that we are actually

determining the real conversion coefficient, since the true con-

version coefficient should be inclined toward saturation as the tar-

get thickness is increased. Comparison of the data on the transforma-

tion with the corresponding data on the transformation -

(see [2]) indicates that the coefficient of the conversion 4 -17
is approximately twice the coefficient of the conversion -H7-

This result becomes understandable if we assume that total dissocia-

tion of the 4 ions takes place in the jet.

The coefficient of the conversion 4 -I is shown by the curves

in Fig. 11 as a function of the energy of the 4 ions for various
Jet thicknesses. As will be seen from these curves, no dependence of

the conversion coefficient on the energy of the 4 ions is observed
in the range of energies studied.

A factor of considerable importance for increasing the negative-

ion yield is the pressure of the residual gas in that part of the

apparatus where the negative ions move, i.e., in the space from the

Jet chamber to the magnetic-analyzer trap. Figure 12 shows curves of
the coefficient of the conversion K+-* Ir for various residual-gas

pressures in the magnetic-analyzer chamber. The lower curve. was re-

corded without the bypass tube 26 (Fig. 1). In this case, the pressure
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Pig. 10. Conversion coefficient Fig. 11. Coefficient of trans-
as a function of boiler tempera- formation Ht - as a function
ture for various energies os
positive-ion beam: 0) 21.4 kev;
W 26.8 kev A) 29.6 kev ) Jet-thickness values:
32.3 kev; 01 35.3 key. x 37.8 e.in5C. X 0. _.- t, AIIc. OF
key. i) Tkip. A) k. -

, in the magnetic analyzer was 10 - 4 MM

C - ~ - IHg. The upper curve was recorded with

the bypass tube, and the magnetic-

I Ianalyzer pressure dropped to 5.10- 5 mm

j Hg. Here, as will be seen from Fig.

t W w e onc 12, the yield of negative ions in-

Pig. 12. Dependence of conver- creased by approximately 30%.
sion coefficient for various
residual-gas pressures in mag- The Keller source produced a
netio-analyzer chamber. 1) T"kip'positive-ion beam with a current of

180-190 ga. Under these conditions, we obtained a stable negative-

hydrogen-ion beam with a current of 4 La.

The curves of Fig. 13 show the coefficient of the transforma-

tion 9-* Ir as a function of the 2-ion energy using the Evans-

Stier-Barnett source. The lower curve gives the value of the conver-

sion coefficient defined as the ratio I-/I (I+ is the positive-ion
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Xcurrent to the target). The upper curve

gives values of 1-/+, where I+ is the

I op current of ' ons as measured by the Para-

day cylinder 22. This current is determined

L . , before the Jet is started and after it is

- I shut off. The monitor reading used was the

the current 1+ incident upon the Jet as meas-
Fig. 13. Coefficient
of transformation 1 ured by the Faraday cylinder 9. Since the
-1-1 as a function of conversion coefficient I-/i+ takes into ac-

energy of e ions
nrga count the conductivity of the beam ofusing an Evans-typeK'

source. 1) kdv. ions between the Faraday cylinders 9 and 22,

it is closer to the true value than the conversion coefficient I/I.

The lower curve in Fig. 13 and the corresponding curve in Fig.

11, which was recorded at the same Jet thickness, represent slightly

different functions of ion energy. This will be understood if we re-

member that the beam is focused differently in the Keller and Evans-

Stier-Barnett sources. Using the latter source, we succeeded in ob-

taining a positive-ion current as high as 400 ga and, accordingly,

a negative-hydrogen-ion current up to 8 ga.

It was shown in Reference [7] that the conversion coefficients

in an oil-vapor target are approximately half those observed in a

mercury-vapor target, so that we did not study the conversion 41:
in the oil-vapor target.

The experiments that we carried out confirmed the hypothesis that

it is preferable to use the conversion of molecular hydrogen ions to

obtain negative ions. From this standpoint, it would be most advantageous

to use the conversion e+ -Ir. since in this case the molecular ion

dissociates into three monatomic particles. Since cold-cathode magnetic
ion sources produce a beam with a very small content of e ions, we

3
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used a high-quality Reifensohweiler-type ion source to produce the

beam of e, ions.

We stde the conversion coefizcient~s of itj 4,.' and e ions

as functions of Jet thickness and ion energy, using the Reifenschweiler

source. Since a hydrogen-ion beam that has not been mass-resolved

strikes the vapor-Jet target in these experiments, the conversion

coefficients for ions of the different masses may be computed if we

knew their contents in the beam. The composition of the positive-ion

beam was determined before the Jet was turned on and then after it

was turned off. During the experiment, which took 5-6 hours, the com-

position of the beam showed little change. We computed the conversion

coefficient for a beam composition obtained by averaging the data re-

corded before and after using the Jet.

Fig. 14. Coefficient of conver- Fig. 15. Coefficient of conversionsion H±--r as a function of ion 1 -ICa a functon of Hj-ion
energy with optimum thickness of energy during passage of these ions
mercury-vapor target. 1) key. through a stream of t pe D1-A

vaseline-oil vapor. 1}pkey.

Despite the relative crudeness of this method, the relationships

obtaned for the coeffcint of the onversons i- an&2 H
as functions of the jet thickness and ion energy agree satisfactorily

[ with the results given in Reference [2].

The coefficient of the transformation Ir- is shown in Fig. 14

I- 1- - if Xl~3
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as a function of the ion energy at the optimum mercury-vapor-target

thickness. The conversion coefficient increases monotonically up

S to 37 kev and reaches a value of 4.5% at maximum energy. We were

unable to raise the ion energy above 37 key because of sparkovers

in the accelerator tube. Similar experiments were run passing Id ions3I
through a Jet of type D1-l vaseline-oil vapor. For this case, the

curve of the I3dH4 conversion coefficient (Fig. 15) is of a com-

pletely different nature. We observe an increase in the conversion

coefficient with diminishing energy of the e, ions from 37 to 15 key.

At 15 key, the conversion coefficient in the oil-vapor Jet reaches

a value of 2.1%.

We were unable to conduct experiments with beams having energies

below 15 key, since the ion gun did not provide adequate focusing of

the beam at these energies.

In the subject experiments on the u -* H conversion using the3 1
Reifenschweiler source operating in the normal mode (20-25% H3),

we succeeded in obtaining a maximum 9 ion current of 5 1La. In the

mode with elevated e3-ion content in the beam, it was possible to
3

produce an H{l-ion current higher than 12 Ia.

The following general conclusions may be drawn from the experi-

ments described here: 1) to produce negative hydrogen ions, it is

better to use the transformations e,- H I and - HI, and not

-1; 2) the conversion coefficients in a mercury-vapor target

are higher than those in an oil-vapor target. In view of the fact

that in their normal operating mode, the ion sources produce beams

with high contents of either K1 or 4 ions, the most advantageous
transformation for producing HI ions is, in the final analysis, the

transformation - .
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Focusing the Negative-Ion Beam

Visual observation of the luminescence of the quartz screen

f standing before the Faraday cylinder used to measure the negative-

ion current indicates that at the magnetic-analyzer output, the beam

of negative hydrogen ions has a diameter of the order of 20 mm. Using

the iris diaphragm set up before the Faraday cylinder 22, we made

quantitative measurements of the focusing sharpness on the negative-

ion beam.

,U

4 I

Fig. 16. Relationship J = f(r) for
ions with energy of 26 kev obtained
from Keller source. 1) pa/mr!; 2) mm.

This diaphragm was used to record curves of the H71-ion current

in the Faraday cylinder as a function of the radius r of the iris

diaphragm limiting the beam. Evaluation of these curves by the for-

mula j = (1/2wr)(dI/dr) made it possible to ascertain the current-

density distribution along the beam radius.

We first conducted experiments to ascertain the influence of the
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Fig. 17. Relationship j f(r) for negative
hydrogen ions. Curves 1 and 2 represent a
beam from the Keller source and curve 3
represents the beam from the Evans source.

1) A/m ;2) mm.

magnetic lens on the focusing of the positive-ion beam. Figure 16 shows

curves of the relationship J = f(r) for the 4 ions with energies of
26 key obtained from the Keller source without passage through the

target. In this figure, the lower curve gives the density distribu-

tion with the magnetic lens switched off, while the upper curve was

recorded with the lens on. It is evident from these curves that the

magnetic lens gives adequate focusing for positive-ion beams that have

not passed through a target.

Curves of the relationship J = f(r) are shown in Fig. 17 for

negative hydrogen ions. The negative ions were obtained by conversion

of H+ ions with an energy of 26 key in a mercury-vapor target of the

optimum thickness. Curves 1 and 2 were recorded with the beam from the
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Fig. 18. Current of protons with 19-kev
energy as a function of filid strength
at Jet thickness of 1.7. 10 atoms/cm
which is optimal for the conversion
X-. 1) pa; 2) oersteds.

Keller source, while curve 3 was obtained with an Evans-Stier-Barnett

source. The magnetic lens was cut in when curves 2 and 3 were re-

corded.

As will be seen from Fig. 17, the magnetic lens performs more

poorly in focusing a beam of negative ions than when focusing a posi-

tive-ion beam. Focusing of the beam produced with the Evans-Stier-

Barnett source was much better than that of the Keller-source beam.

Even in this case, however, focusing of the negative-ion beam cannot

be regarded as satisfactory. The lack of good focusing for a beam of

negative ions formed in the target may be accounted for by the wide

extent of the zone in which the negative ions are formed (the Jet),

which serves as the "light source" for the magnetic lens.

Loss of Energy by Ions in Jet

In view of the fact that the negative hydrogen ions obtained with

the present injector are formed after passage of positive ions through

a mercury-vapor target, it was of interest to ascertain the magnitude
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of the ion-energy loss in the mercury-vapor jet, as well as the re-

sulting energy scattering in the beam after passage through the jet.

For this purpose, we set up diaphragms 4 mm in diameter at the

entry and exit of the magnetic analyzer and recorded curves of proton

current in the Faraday cylinder after the exit diaphragm as a function

of magnetic-field strength in the analyzer chamber with and without

a jet on the path of the beam. Figure 18 shows curves of proton cur-

rent (energy 19 key) as a function of field strength at the optimum

jet thickness, which was 1.7.1015 atoms/cm for the iH+ trans-

formation. As will be seen from this figure, the maxima of the curves

coincide within the limits of the measurement error; this testifies

to a highly insignificant energy scattering when the protons pass

through the mercury-vapor jet. Thus, the energy scattering in the

beam due to energy losses in the jet is very small.

SECOND INJECTOR MODEL

Construction of Injector

The results of investigation of the first negative-hydrogen-ion

injector model, as cited in the foregoing section, indicated the

possibility of employing the positive-to-negative transformation in

a mercury-vapor target to produce a beam of 1C. ions with a current

as high as 8 ga. Such a beam intensity would be adequate for further

acceleration of the beam in an overcharging electrostatic generator.

However, focusing of the negative-ion beam at the injector output was

found to be unsatisfactory. Moreover, since the entry into the accele-

rating tube of the overcharging generator is an aperture lens with a

focal length that is a function of the generator voltage, it was neces-

sary to provide a device to regulate the beam focus before entry into

Sthe tube in such a way that the beam would be focused on the over-
charging device in the generator conductor. It was also necessary to
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provide for correcting the beam before entry into the tube so as to

make it possible to pass the beam along the axis of the gaseous tar-

get in the overcharging unit of the generator.

A second model of the negative-ion injector

, N, -was designed, built, and installed to solve these

problems. A diagram of the ion-optical system of

this model is shown in Fig. 19.

The beam of positive Ions emerging from the

N source is focused by the first electrostatic

quadr'upole lens L1 in such a way that the focus

of the ion beam will fall onto the mercury-vapor

I target. The second quadrupole lens L2 focuses the

negative-ion beam onto the entry to the magnetic

analyzer after it has experienced a certain amount

of scattering in the jet. After the magnetic analyzer
Fig. 19. Ion-
optical system the negative-ion beam is focused by a third quad-
of second in-
jector model. rupole lens L3 . By means of this lens, the ion-nI) L.

beam focus is adjusted in such a way before the

entry into the accelerating tube as to make it coincide with the focus

of the entry aperture lens of the tube.

A diagram of the second injector model with its new ion optics

is shown in Fig. 20. As will be seen from this figure, the second

injector model differs from the first by the addition of the two quad-

rupole electrostatic lenses 5 and 16 before the vapor-jet target and

after the magnetic analyzer, and in that the magnetic lens after the

vapor-jet target has been replaced by the quadrupole lens 8. Other

additions are the electrostatic beam corrector 18 to direct the beam

into the overcharging unit and the type M-1O00 pump 19 for evacuation

of the first tube in the overcharging generator.
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Fig. 20. Diagram of second injector model with

new stronger optical system.

Six Faraday cylinders were installed to investigate the passage

of the beam through the injector: the first (current 1o) directly

after the source ion lens (not shown in Fig. 20), the second (current

I) in front of the vapor-Jet-target chamber, the third (current III)

behind the second lens, the fourth (current Iiii) at the direct exit

from the magnetic analyzer, the fifth (current I,.) behind the third

lens, and the sixth (current IV) after the electrostatic corrector.

Iris diaphragms whose diameters could be varied from 3 to 21 mm

were set up before the Faraday cylinders used to measure the currents

II, ZIV, and I V . Using these diaphragms, we recorded curves of the

currents Till, IIV, and IV as functions of the radius r of the iris

diaphragm limiting the beam. Evaluation of these curves by the formula

j = (I/27rr)(dI/dr) made it possible to ascertain the distribution of

current density along the beam radius. For visual observation of the

beam, retractable quarts screens were set up ahead of the Faraday
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oylinders.

Investigation of Oh racteristics of High-Voltage Ion Source

SIn the second Injector model, the positive-ion beam was created

by an ion gun consisting of a high-frequency source, an Ion lens,

and an accelerating tube with flat electrodes.

3. t " 1,, t,

MVA-

- - -

I U * 2 A-.- - - - 2_ *

Fig. 21. 10 as a function of gas Pig. 22. 10 as a function of dis-

(. flow rate. 1) a; 2) cm3/hr. tance between edge of coil and
face surface of probe. 1) pa;
2) m.

We settled on the design proposed by Reifenschveiler [6] for the

high-frequency source. In this design, a three-electrode lens similar

to that studied by Johannson and Scherzer [8] Is used for primary

focusing of the beam. The construction of this source and the three-

electrode lens are shown in Fig. 6. We Inserted a Faraday cylinder

with an aperture diameter of 24 nm into the side tube 5 to measure the

ion current 10 drawn from the source. Using the source shown in Fig.

6, we conducted a number of measurements with the objective of ascer-

taning the current as a function of the various parameters.

First we ascertained the optimum dimensions of the probe and the

quartz tube pressed on over it. These dimensions were found to be as

follows: diameter and length of channel in probe, 2.3 and 10 m; out-
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side diameter of probe 4.3 mj distance from end plane of quartz tube

to face plane of probe, 2.3 m. Under these conditions, we studied

S the current I0 as a function of gas flow rate into the source, draw-

Ing voltage, power dissipated at the plates of the high-frequency

oscillator tubes,* and the position of the coil exciting the dis-

charge relative to the probe.

1Jreo -' _ 'w,,,,-507 2

w " , Ohm 2

dOD 00.

/V

.o ~PVV .... It -h r -L° ..../ /VgiozIu.

/i I

Pig. 23. 10as a function of W i.2. 1asafunction of gnii for various generator powers. erator power f or various values
i ) a; 2) W, , = 507watts; 3) of w~t. 1) Ipa; 2) u,, t = 4.5 kev;

iUykey. gen, 3) Wgel.' watts.

Figur 21 shows a curve of 10 as a function of gas flow rate.

tAs will be seen from this curve, we observe a sharp increase in 10
with increasing flow in the flow-rate region from 10 to 145 cm3/hr,

after which the current begins to drop after reaching a maximum in the
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region of 60 cm3/hr. This curve is typical and only shifts along the

flow-rate axis for probe channels with different diffusion resistances.

Figure 22 shows a curve of 10 as a function of the distance

from the edge of the coil to the probe face plane. As will be seen

from this curve, the current 10 reaches a maximum at s - 6 to 10 nfm.

The family of curves in Fig. 23 characterizes 10 as a function

of the drawing voltage for various generator powers.

A family of curves for 10 as a function of generator power with

various drawing-voltage values is shown in Fig. 24.

To resolve the question as to what part of the current 10 can

be focused, we registered the current I going to the Faraday cylinder

in front of the vapor-Jet target chamber as a function of drawing

voltage for various accelerating-tube voltages. For each value of the

drawing voltage, we selected the optimum focusing voltage.

Figure 25 shows curves of II = f(Uvyt) for voltages of 12.2,

18.3, 24.4, and 30.5 kv. The broken line on the same figure shows the

curve of 10 - f(Uvyt). As will be seen from this figure, all of the

current 10 is focused into the Faraday cylinder before the vapor-Jet

target chamber at voltages above 24 kv.*

We conducted further investigations in the following mode: q -

= 30 to 40 cm3/hr, s = 6 mm, Wgen = 300 watts and U = 2 to 3 kv.

Under these conditions, the current 10 was 350-400 ga. However, as

will be seen from the characteristics of the high-voltage source,

currents I0 two to three times larger can be produced in a somewhat

forced mode (large values of Uvyt and Wgen).

Conduction of Positive-Ion Current

We adopted the ratio XIVI 0 as the quantity characterizing the

beam conduction; here, ZIV is the sum of the ions of all components

of the beam as measured by the sixth Faraday cylinder, and 10 is the
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- Fig. 26. Beam conduction as a

function of ion energy. 1) key.

* current measured by the first Faraday

cylinder.

Fig. 25. Relationship I - The measurements of beam conduc-

= f(Uvt) for variou optimm tivity through the entire apparatus
focusing voltaes. 1) pa; 2) were preceded by measurements of its
I - 30.5 kv; 3) , kev.

conduction through the individual units.

It was found that conduction of the beam depends on the Ion energies.

Beam conduction is shown in Fig. 26 as a function of Ion energy. As

will be seen from this figure, the beam conduction Increases with

energy more rapidly in the energy range from 22 to 32 kev (43-63%)

and more slowly in the range from 32 to 53 key (63-75%).

The size of the beam does not change when the channels are taken

out of the jet chamber. These modifications, and all subsequent ones,

were made at a current 10 = 350 to 400 pa.

We adjusted the potentials on the electrodes of the three quadru-

pole lenses (these potentials were in the range from 0.25 to 2 key)

as well as the potential difference across the source ion lens (this

potential difference varied in the range from 1.8 to 2.6 kev) in order

to reach the highest conduction. At an energy of 22 key, the highest

conduction was achieved by shorting 6 to 8 ring electrodes of the
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accelerating tube to the ground.

Focusing of Positive Ions

Before proceeding to a study of negative-ion focusing at the out-

put of the negative-ion source, we made certain investigations of

POsitive-ion focusing.

-w 44 A detailed investigation of posi-

tive-ion focusing was carried out in

two positions at distances of 45 and

W 100 cm from the central plane of the

third lens, using the fifth and sixth
-• * Faraday cylinders with the adjustable

- -diaphragm.

Figure 27 shows curves of I - f(r)

and j = 9(r) for a proton beam with

L I '3 an energy of 32.4 kev. Figure 28 pre-

Fsents curves of J/maks for this same

!ig. 27. Relationships I -

- f(r) and j = V(r) for beam case. As will be seen from these
of protons with 32.4 kev
energy:...) I; xxx) J; curves, focusing of the beam at a

-) near position; -- -) 2
far position. 1) pa; 2) fa/mm; shorter distance from the third lens
3) me.

is better than at the longer distance;

this is confirmed by both the shape of the curves in Figs. 27 and 28

and by the following figures: the beam diameter in the near position

was 12 mn, while in the far position it was over 21 mm, and the cur-

rent density is already 22.5% of the maximum with the 12-m beam

diameter.

A beam with a 70-ILa cuTent enters the fifth Faraday cylinder

through a 3-amn diaphragm, while the beam entering the sixth carries

S only 13 pa. Better focusing of the beam in the near position is ob-

served in all other cases that we investigated, i.e., for e and
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Fig. 28. Relationship J/JmakS =I \\
f(r) for proton beam with e .... ..

energy o~f 32.4 kev. -- -)nearposition; - ) far position.

1) J/Jmls; 2) r. mm. 3 Im

Fig. 29. Curves of" I(r) and ,
for beam of protons writh energyo 43 k.,, ...)'rxx)J

focusing onto S-nun aperture;
--focusing on 21-nun aperture.1) A; 2) ga/mW; 3) r, m.

ions and for other energies.

We achieved optimum focusing in the plan of the diaphragm in

front of the Faraday cylinder by two methods: by regulating the poten-

tials on the lenses, we achieved the ion-curent maximum in the Fara-

day cylinder at the smallest diaphragm diameter (3 mm) In the first

case and at the largest diaphragm diameter (21 nmm) in the second case.

:PFigure 29 shows curves of I = f(r) and j = I(r) for a beam of

protons with an energy of 43 kev; it will be evident from these that

focusing the beam onto a narrow diaphragm gives somewhat better re-

sults than focusing on a wide diaphragm, although the maximum current

value is somewhat larger in the second case.

f The investigations that we carried out indicated that the current-

density distribution in the beam for the -' cr and Id ions in the

d a d3

cae ndatte ares dahrgmdimee (1 m)inte ecndcae



energy range from 22 to 43 kev does not depend - within the limits of
measurement error - either on the type of ion or on its energy. In all
of these oases, no less than 90% of the ions In the beam passed

through a diaphragm 8 mm in diameter.

Conversion Coefficient

Before proceeding to our study of negative-ion focusing, we in-
vestigated the real conversion coefficient of positive hydrogen ions
into negative as a function of the thickness of the vapor-Jet target

(boiler temperature) and of ion energy.

0U V tj 4_ 1 *D'MMW CAJ
W A

Pig. 30. Coefficient of conversion
q - as a function of thickness

of vapor-Jet target for protons with
30-key energy.

#"r

Fig. 31. Comparison of curves of coef-
ficient of conversion le. "-P I as a func-

: D tion of proton energy. 1) kev.

Figure 30 shows the coefficient of the conversion it" as a
-1-
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__ Data frompeent s

cig. 32. Conversion coefficient as afunction of positive hydrogen-ion energy.
--.-) Data from present study; -- -])
data of L. I.crpnik (dissertation); +conversion -- ~ ,x,) conversion - Hj.

function of the thickness of the vapor-jet target for protons with an

energy of 30 key. The solid curve was obtained on the second model

of the negative-ion source, and the broken-line curve on the first

model.

As will be seen from Fig. 30, neither the position of the maximum

(t = 1700C, nL = 2.1015 atoms/cm3 ) nor the value of the conversion

coefficient has undergone any essential change in the present measure-

ments as compared with the previous ones.

Figure 31 presents a comparison of the curves of the conversion

coefficient for 1 X7 as a function of proton energy: that obtained

in Reference [2] (broken curve) and in the present study (solid curve).

As will be seen from the comparison, the shape of the conversion-

coefficient curve as a function of energy and its magnitude in the

region of energies smaller than 25 kev differs between them. This fact

is not surprising, since the value of the real conversion coefficient

depends heavily on the ion-optical properties of the system (6]. In

view of the fact that negative-ion focusing was improved in the pre-

3 sent model (see below) over the focusing in the first injector model,

it may be assumed that the values obtained in the present study for
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the real conversion coefficient are closer to the values of the true

conversion coefficient than the values that we obtained earlier.

As will be seen from ?ig. 32, we do not observe such large dif-

ferences for the conversion oooff icients of and r. ob-

tained in the present study and in our earlier study (1] as for the

conversion f --

Negative-Ion Focusing

An investigation of negative-ion focusing was carried out on the

same premises as the investigation of positive-ion focusing.

% 1 As in the case of positive ions,
1W ifocusing of the negative-ion beam at

a shorter distance from the third lens

was found to be preferable to a

longer distance, as is illustrated

by the curves (Fig. 33) of a/Jaks
= f(r) for I ions with an energy of

'e, 22.4 key. A similar situation also

' .obtains for 1r, ions with other energies,

a fact characterized by the data of
Fig. 33. Dependence of Jmas Table 1, which lists values of j
= f(r) for ions with energy

of 22.4 key. 1) J/Jmaks. and I/Imaks for a diaphragm 8 mm in

diameter.

It will be seen from Table 1 that with a given positive-ion energy,

Irl ions from the conversion 9 7I focus better than those from the
conversion e, "#-C. This difference is more noticeable in the far

3 1
position than in the near position.

Focusing of a beam of Ir ions of approximately equal energies but

F • obtained by conversion of different positive ions are the same within

the limits of measurement error, as will be seen from Figs. 34 and 35.
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Fig. 34. Focusing of ion beam in Fig. 35. Focusing of ion beam Innear position; ....-.- ) conversion ftra position . . conversion

22. Itii, v+
il ~: Mq"B''Il 24ky - - 1qH, ]iq =2.4 keyv;

ooversion e- Ill, 53.3 kev.conversion 1q, Be 43 H.v,

make'xxx)conversion 1q,

53.3 key. 1) J/jMa.ke

- -._ _ .........

Fig. 36. Cuves of J/Jmaks f (r) Fig. 37. Conparison of ne rtive-ion
in dffeentfocsin poitins. beam focusing by first (I and

91- and ... Kir) in near" post- second (II) injector models. ....-)
data of first model; --- ) datation; +++ frI and xxx H)in far for second model;*...) near posi-

.- poition i) JJmakstion;. M@) far position.
75 1) J/Jmaks-
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TABLE 1

Ratios J/jmaks and I/Inaks for Diaphragm 8 u in

g Diameter
.... -I'2 3 3sys.,4 1.,

3iepruu Ilpen6pao-

eanue, ;1CM 11010- 11CM 110.10- Hem liwoJ- Hem noxio-
________H x wii 1e"HH xuMHHH I KOMNM

22,4 H+- Hi-  0,075 0,35 0,92 0,5.

32,4 H+-I H-_ 0,12 0,37 0,80 0,53

32,4 H-1 If 0,21 0,(;b 0,73 0,29

43,0 H+-I H- 0,21 0,43 0,71 0,34

5.3,0 i-'_ HTI 0,14 0,39 0,75 0,31

1) Positive-ion energy; 2) conversion; 3) J/Jmaks;
4) I/Imaks; 5) in near position; 6) in far position.

The curves of J/Jmaks - f(r) given in Fig. 36 enable us to com-

pare focusing of the positive and negative ions in the injector model

that we studied. As will be seen from this figure, focusing of posi-

tive and negative ions is practically the same in the near position,

while in the far position focusing of negative ions is better than

C/ that of positive ions.

Figure 37 shows curves of J/JMaks = f(r), which permit comparison

of the focusing of negative-ion beams of approximately the same energy

in the first and second injector models. In the first model, the

ions were obtained from the conversion 4 -* mT. Beams of 4 ions with
energies of 26 and 28.4 key were obtained from cold-cathode Keller [4]

(curve I) and Barmett-Stier-Evans [5J (curve II) magnetic Ion sources.

In the second model, the ions were obtained by the conversion

311q applied to ions with energies of 43 kev.

As will be seen from Fig. 37, focusing of the beam of H. ions Is

much better In the second injector model than in the first.

Table 2 presents values of the ratios Id.3/Iak and Id./Imaks;

these indicate what part of the maximum current entering the Faraday

cylinder through a 21-mm-aperture diaphragm can pass through diaphragms
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TABLE 2
Ratios Id.3/Imaks and Id/Imak ror Various

Source Models

SMOAC-Ab 1, IfCrO'IHIIK Kc.lAcpa ...... 00,3 0,24
Mo~c. b 1, IICTo'IHI2 rBaphle'fa H i ... 0,01 0,:12
loaeab 11, itaatmce iiowoeime. .. .. . .. .. 013 0, 52

MoateJb 11. 6.1iIKiee iinicemie........0,18 0,58

1) Source; 2) maks; 3) model I. Keller source;
14) model I, Barnett et al source; 5) model II,
rar position; 6) model II.. near position.

1 2

- AN

* I

Fig. 38. 111 and f as function or

focusing position in transformation
iq 0,IM: We) 1; xxx) J;-
H+ = 22.~4 key; - - -)3 32.14 key.

3 and 8 unin diameter.

The absolute values or the current and current density or the

negative-ion beam as contained in the present experiments are char-

acterized by the curves or I = r(r) and J = 9(r) shown in Figs. 38

and 39. As will be seen from these figures, the maximum current or

1ions obtained from the transformation 1 91 is 1.6 Ij~a while the
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maximum current from the transformation 4-21 reaches 7.4 La.

Thus, the negative-ion currents obtained in the present study are

of the same order of magnitude as the currents obtained in the first

injector model. However, it is necessary to remember that the experi-

ments described here were conducted at a current 10 - 35o-4o pa.

As follows from the data presented in the section devoted to the

high-frequ, ncy ion source, currents 10 exceeding those used in the

measurements described above can be obtained in a slightly forced

operating mode of the source.

The following conclusions may be drawn on the basis of conlarison

of the results obtained in investigation of the characteristics of

the first and second injector models:

1. Focusing of the negative-ion beam is much better in the second

model than in the first.

2. The magnitude of the current in the negative-ion beam is the
same for both models (1.5 to 2 pa for the transformation 1 -. ( and

7-8 pa for the transformation H3-i 1q).

3. In a slightly forced regime of the high-frequency source, it

is possible to obtain 3-5 Pa from the transformation e -. 1i and 15-

20 Pa from the transformation H -f r .

THIRD INJECTOR MDDEL

The negative-hydrogen-ion source built by Weinman and Cameron (3]

at the University of Wisconsin has excellent characteristics. It pro-

duces a ffl-ion beam with a current of 25-30 pa in a diameter of 3-

6 nm. The major deficiency of this source consists in the fact that

a continuously flowing gaseous target is employed to convert the posi-

tive hydrogen ions into negative ions. As a result, it is necessary

to evacuate the source with a high-power pump at a rate as high as

7000 liters/sec, and even under these conditions the pressure in the
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2

Fig. 39. IN and as functions of

3 ousing position in transformation
1q; *W) I; xxx) j; - )

=5 3 .3 kev; - ) = 43 cv;
3 3

-.-.. ) - = 32.4 key. 1) ,a; 2) p/=2.
3

source chamber reaches 10-4 m Hg. Careful examination of the Wein-

man-Cameron source showed that it can be reworked in such a way as

to permit replacing the running gaseous target with a vapor-jet tar-

get. The structure of a third injector model based on this idea is

shown in Fig. 40. The positive-ion source used is a hot-cathode

Kistermaker-Dekker source 1 [9], a detailed description of which is

given in a paper by these authors. The entire positive-ion source is

mounted on the flange 2 and insulated from the injector housing by

the plexiglas ring 3. In turn, the injector housing is insulated from

the M-1000 pump by the porcelain insulator 4. The drawing electrode

5, which shapes the positive-ion beam, functions simultaneously as

the entry channel 6 of the vapor-jet target. The negative hydrogen
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ions coming out through the exit channel 7 of the vapor-jet target

are focused by a three-electrode lens whose middle and last elec-
l trodeis are Insulated from the housing by the plexiglas insulator 8

and the porcelain insulator 9.

to~Fg the magnticcnaly ednoupt ni of therdsameetypeasdeas

Tedevice, which is shown in Fig. 40, is connected via a bellows

tohemanei. an0. ze Structur o tthid iet or tsmoe p a a

used in the second model.

Investigation of the third model of the negative-ion source has

not yet been completed,, but certain preliminary results, which we shall

presently describe, will set forth the potential of this model.

Before attempting to investigate the conversion of positive Into

negative ions, we conducted experiments with the objective of finding

the optimum operating conditions for the positive Ion source and

evaluating the influence of the size of the positive-ion current pass-

ing through the channel in the drawing electrode.
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The positive-ion current was measured as follows. The output of

the middle electrode was capped and this electrode was used as a

Faraday cylinder to measure the positive-ion current. Secondary ele-

tron emission from the Faraday cylinder was suppressed by applying

a *00-volt negative potential to the first electrode of the lens. It

was established by special experiments that the positive-ion beam

did not strike the walls of this electrode.

We studied the positive-ion current as a function of hydrogen

flow rate into the source, magnetic field strength, discharge voltage

and current, the distance of the cathode from the emission aperture,

the distance of the drawing electrode from the emission aperture, and

the drawing potential difference. 1

e Ii

X W a W MTT

Pig. 41. Positive-ion current as Fig. 42. Current of I ons as a
a function of drawing potential function of boiler temperature.
difference for two discharge-cur- 1) Pa.
rent values. xxx) Iraz = 1 amp;

...) Iraz = 1.5 amp. 1) Pa; Figure 41 presents curves showing

2) Uvi, kv.the positive-ion current as a function

of drawing potential difference for two values of the discharge e.ur-

rent. As will be seen from these curves, a beam of positive ions with

a current value as high as 4 ma can be passed through the vapor-Jet

target. A magnetic analysis of the beam carried out using the unit's

magnetic analyzer indicated that the positive-ion beam contained 45%
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1 of 1& ions.

In the very first experiments

-- on conversio of positive Into nega-

ti:ve ions in thevao-etrgs

2 we ran up against ... beginning with

[Translator's note: One or two

Fig. 43. Negative-hydrogen- sticks of type dropped from Russian
ion current as a function
of drAwing potential at T = original, page 181]. These difficulties
= 180 C. 1) pa; 2) Uv , key. consisted in the fact that, beginning

with a certain Jet thickness, discharges arose in the space between

the emission aperture of the ion source and the drawing electrode and

in the acceleration space of the negative ions, i.e., between the

chamber of the vapor-Jet target and the first electrode of the focus-

ing lens. It was established that these discharges take place as a

result of penetration of secondary electrons into these spaces after

Rthey arise on interaction of the beam ions with atoms of the Jet. To
eliminate the discharges, we set up an electric field to block exit

of secondary electrons from the vapor-Jet target chamber. This suc-

ceeded in eliminating the discharges in the acceleration space of the

positive and negative ions to some extent, and enabled us to begin

our study of conversion of positive hydrogens into negative ions in

the vapor-Jet target. The transformation 2 -. i was the subJect of

investigation, since it produced the largest number of ions.

Figure 42 shows a curve of the Irl-ion current as a function of

boiler temperature. The current was measured with the Faraday cylinder

17 (see Fig. 20), which was set up behind the quadrupole lens. The

measurements were made at a constant drawing voltage of 21 key.

The negative-hydrogen-ion current is shown by the curve in Fig.

43 as a function of drawing potential for a constant boiler tempera-
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ture of 1800C.

As will be seen from the curves of Figs. 42 and 43, h1l-ion

Scurrentn in excess of 20 pa were obtained in the very first experi-

ments with the third model, i.e., currents significantly larger than

those obtained with the first and second models.

Additional and more detailed studies of the properties of the

third model are being continued.
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Manu-
script [Footnotes]
Page
No.

° 113 *To excite the high-frequency discharge, we employed a

generator assembled in a push-pull circuit and based on
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Manu-
script [Footnotes]
Page
No.

two GI-6B cermet triodes.

114 *The fact that the maxima of the curves of I I = f(uvyt)

lie above the curve of 10 = F(Uvyt) at 24.4 kv and 30.5 kv

indicates that the beam diameter at entry into the Fara-

day cylinder measuring the current I 0 is larger than 24 mm.

Manu-
script [List of Transliterated Symbols]
Page
No.

97 HOC - POS [= posadka - fit?]

99 naA - pad - padayushchiy - incident

100 npou, a prosh - proshedshiy - passed

113 BUT a vyt = vytagivayushchiy - drawing
113 reH - gen - generator = generator

116 MaKC - maks = maksimal 'nyy - maximum
127 pa- - raz - razryadnyy - discharge

127 B v vytyagivayushchiy = drawing
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DDU OPc' o opleu miaJ Anh OmMAs we* opils

ARDC (ANY) 1
AMIA 25

API-~1 Dh 3
ARL AR) 88sD (UPw) 2

APOC (POP')1
3ID (28Y)1

ai aium RADC (RAY)1
Be (Day)

NBA 6 AIMTC (m'W).
AD2 TD-B21

0" 2
ABC 2

NASA
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